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Requirements for knowledge and the means of ob-
taining it are examined with respect to exploration
for marine ferromanganese deposits. Needs are shown
to exist in the acquisition of data on;

Geochemistry and geodynamics of the deposits
and the associated seafloor

Enqineering properties includinq trafficability
of the seafloor

Information on currents and water quality
throughout the water column but particularly
in a narrow seafloor and surface interface
zone

Baseline data on the biota throuqhout the water
column but particularly on bottom fauna and the
effects of disturbance

Not all of these needs are due to lack of tech-
nology, but important gaps are shown to exist in:

Techniques for ecological measurements and pre-
diction

High speed submersible platforms and bottom
contact platforms

Permanent navirrational and survey controls of
the seafloor

Ouantitative sampling of unconsolidated surface
material for low-cost deposit evaluation

Geotechnical properties measurement and ecolog-
ical assessment

Samp! inq of consolidated material on the bottom
and in the subbottom

Hiqh speed television and camera survey

Acoustic scanning and indicator recognition

In-situ elemental analysis

Integrated data processing systems for ship-
board use

alternative solutions proposed include the
delineation and characterization of a mininq site,
followed by continuous monitoring of an experimental
minine operation. Proceeds from the sale of the ore
from such a test would partially offset costs of the
research pregram. The teSt would invO1Ve internation-
al cooperation, recoqnition of specific operational
needs and encouraqement to develop the resource.

MICHAEL J. CRUICKSHANK
Marine Minerals Technology Center
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Tiburon, California

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A workshop on sea bed deposits of mangane;e
nodules was convened at Columbia University in
January, 1972, under the auspices of the Unit.ed
States International Decade of Ocean Exploration for
the purpose of investigating the need for governmr=nt
funded research on marine ferromanganese deposits.
The interest of participants from university, govern-
ment and industrial organizations indicated a qen-
uirie need for a strong coordinated research program
which would fall within the objectives of IDOE. Out-
line proposals were submitted by participants at the
we"kshop for consideration at that time and fo llow-
ing acceptance of the title proposal by the National
Science Foundation, this research report has been
prepared by J. Robert Moore of the University of
Wisconsin, Ma.rine Studies Center, and by Michael J,
Cruickehank of the NatiOnal Oceanic and AtmOSpheric
Administration, Marine Minerals Technology Center.

T!ie objective of the study was to identify and
rank research needs in technology which are and will
be required in support of IDOE goals with regard to
sea bed deposits of metalliferous nodules.

It might be well here to review the six goa!s
prOpOSed by the Vice president  in l969! in charqinq
tlie National Science Foundation with responsibility
for the United States Program for IDOE. Couched in
specific terms relative to this particular project
they were on an international basis to:

1. Observ~ the interaction of mining activities
for manganese nodules, =n order to establish a basis
fo!  a! assessing and predicting man-induced and
natural modifications of the character of the oceans;
 b! identifying damaging oi irreversible effects of
liiiri ing at sea; and  c ! comprehending the interact  on
of various levels of marine life to permit steps to
prevent depletion or extinction of valuable species

a result of exploration and exploitation of man-
ganese nodules;

2. Improve environmental forecasting to he p
reduce hazard to life and property and permit more
efficient use of marine resources � by providing
the basis for increased accuracy, timeliness, and
qeoqraphic precision of environmental forecasts r
quired during exploration and exploitation of man-
ganese nodules;

3. Carry out activities that will promote bet
ter management � domestically arid int ernat onally

of manganese nodule exploration and exploitati<>ii
by acquiring needed knowledge of seabed topography,
structure, physical and dynamic properties, and re-
suur.ce potertial, and to assist industry in plannrrrq
more detailed investigations;

4. Develop an ocean monitoring system to fa-
cilitate prediction of oceanographic and atmos-
pheric conditions in manoancse nodule mining areas
through design and deployment of oceanographic data
buoys and other remote-sensing platforms;

5. Improve worldwide data exchange on manqa-
n ~ se nodules through modernizing and standardizing
national and international marine data collect io»,
processing and distribution; and



6. Accelerate Decade planning to increase op-
portunities for international sharing of responsi-
bilities and costs for ocean exploration for manga-
nese nodules and to assure better use of limited ex-
ploration capabilities.

Each of these goals requires for its fulfill-
ment a technological base, The identification of
tech.-.aloaical gape, then, is the purpose of this
st udv,

Our procedure is to answer first, what it is we
are talkinq about; what are ferromanganese nodules
acd what is their environment; what does exploration
involve in terms of technology?

It would be misleading, perhaps, to suggest
that the nodules are the only potential mineral re-
source in the deepsea environment. Reference is made
t.o other mineral resources and it will be obvious
t.hat muct. of the technology applicable to ferroman-
ganese nodules will be applicable to other deepsea
minerals, I'echnology requirements which are uniquely
related to the nodules are apparent. These matters
are dealt with in some detail, and then the needs
for fu!.fillment of the IDOE goals in the future are
examined. The disparity between future needs and
present capabilities comprise the gaps. These are
tabulated and then allocated priorities.

An extensive classified bibliography will be pro-
vided as a separate volume in this report series. The
bibliography goes beyond the confining boundaries of
manganese nodules and treats the subject of marine mine-
rals as a whole, In this way, the subject of explora-
t.ian for manganese nodules will be better placed in
perspective, in relation to the whole spectrum of marine
minerals exploration and expl.oitation. Without sorae
knowledge of the exploitation phase, the requirements
for exploration may not be fully understood,

The tritiversal Decimal Classification  UDC!, an
int ernat iarial system of subject classification is
used in this study and in the bibliography.

THE ENVI RONMENT FOR MARINE FERRQMANGANESE NODULES

Environment is an all-encompassing concept and
can be applied to anything that is considered to
have an effect. It may usefully be treated in two
parts, the natural enviz'onment which is a product of
nat.ural foi-ces, and the artificial environment pro-
duced by man. The natural environment may be inf lu-
eneed by man's works in positive and negative ways
ar.d certair facets of it may be reproduced on a
minor scale. However, it is unlikely that man will
ever contre 1 it and he must learn, therefore, to
work within the restraints which it. imposes. The
artificial environment, being the product of man' s
wh ims, e f far ts and foib les, is more easi 1V manipu-
lated, but, nevertheless, it's restraints, many of
them based on human nature, are equally formidable.

Ir. the exploration for deepsea manganese nod-
ules, many environmental factors must be considered
and technology must be developed to overcome the im-
posed restraints. The following discussions are in-
tended t-o illustrate the wide range of effects which
m;iy result from environment and which, therefore,
must be considered in the development af any natural
resource, including nodules,

The Natural Environment

The .tatur'al environment encompasses the land,
't hr sea the air and all living things . Only in the
t>cease are these mutual]y interfaced and the authi"
genic minera1 deposits occurring on the deepsea floor
are influenced by each of them, The following discus-
sions, whic.'t refer in specific terms to the deepsea
ferromanqanese deposits, treat separately the geo-
Iot>ic, oceanoloqic, meteorologic, ecologic, and
phySinlagi  enviranmentS, the IaSt referrina tO man.

The Geologic Environment

Those elements of the submarine geologic envi-
ronment, which must obviously be considered in the
assessment of a marine minerals venture, such as
geography, physiography and mineral distribution,
are discussed in the following pages. But other geo-
logic factors may affect operations just as directly,
AS On land, tapOgraphy affeCtS climate, and the na-
ture of macro-geomorphology wi 11. have strong in flu-
ences on the movement and dispersion of water masses
and their attendant effects on sediment transport,
turbidity and chemical activity. Micro-topography
will have strong influences on the movement af equip-
ment and machines on the seafloor, and the nature of
the bottom will be of prime consideration in the de-
sign of structures and moving platforms, the methods
of handling of earth materials and the requirement
for ground and environmental control. Submarine
geology, from the engineering standpoint, is a field
somewhat in it's infancy, though the geological na-
ture of the seafloar is one of prime importance to
the design of engineering systems in contact with
the bottom. Johnson and Heezen �969! note with re-
gard tc submarine cable failures that chafing by
bott;om currents is found to be a potential danger ta
a depth Of 300 fathamS in certain localeS, and con-
tinental slopes, especial!y when seaward of a river,
are especially hazardous due to turbidity currents.
Inderbitzen �970! points aut that sediment proper-
ties of greatest interest are those that affect the
bottom material's reaction to stress. Other studies
an specific areas have been described �24. 13!. Few
studies are known to have been made on in-place rock
properties on the acean f1oor, except where coastal
engineering works have ca1led for excavations in
shallow water  Bruckshaw, 1961! and deep drilling
for scientific purposes. Without question the geo-
logical environment of the seafloor is as varied as
it's terrestrial counterpart, and it's effects an
mineral exploration systems will be just as qreat,

Geographic Regions

The warld surface iS 30'% land and 70% water. It
is also a political aggregate of more than 300 coun-
tries of widely differing geography and ethnology
subjoined by one common body of internationa1 waters.

In dealing with resource considerations, every
effort should be made to place natural resources
within natural boundaries. However, it is not pos-
sible to avoid the inclusion af restraints set by
arbitrary and political boundaries.

In this study the continental blocks are sub-
divided inta their respective plates according to
the now widely accepted theories af plate tectonics,
but, within the plates, the divisions are for the
most part political  Figure I!, The oceans  Figure
2!, with the exception of the area overlying con-
tinental shelf and slope, are divided into four
major geographic regions. Within these regions, fur-
ther subdivisions are largely apolitical.

The marine waters af the world overlie a geo-
logical environment as complex and as varied as its
terrestrial counterpart. Many workers have classified
ttese regions  Kossina, 1921r Heezen and Menard,
1960; r>tenard and smith, 1966; r>tcKelvey et al,, 1969;
and Mct elvey and Wang, 1969!, and it appears gener-
ally agreed that the seafloor may be divided inta at
least eight significant provinces  Figure 3!. As de-
fined by Nenard and Smith �966!, physiographic prov-
inces are regions or groups of features having dis-
tinctive topography ar bathymetric shape, usually
characteristic structure and spatial relations to
other provinces. They do nat overlap, nor are they
superimposed. Thus, the area of a volcano rising
fram an acean basin is subtracted from the area af
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viaure l. Geopolitical subdivisions of the continental land masses of the world

Fiqure 2. The world oceans
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the basin. These features are presented in Figure 4.
Areas for the continental shelf and slope were re-
computed from the original data of Menard and Smith
�966! to represent the adjacent continents rather
than the adjacent seas. It was felt that this was a
mare logical subdivision for the discussion af min-
eral resources of continental oriqin. Areas for the
oceans and seas are used as presented. The potential
for mineral enrichment in each province is dependent
on its environmental characteristics. The present
knowledge of these characteristics and of associated
mineral deposits is in few places sufficient to al-
low more than qross deductions on the nature and ex-
tent of the mineralization, but, where such deduc-
tions are relevant to deepsea minerals, they are
presented. The following descriptions of eight re-
gions are based largely on work by McKelvey and
Wang �969!, McKelvey et al., �969!, and Menard
and Smith �969!.

Continental Shelf and Slope

This province represents that part of the con-
tinental borderland from the shoreline to the base
of the steep continental slope, which is sometimes
termed the continental terrace. The major part of
the submerged edge of the continental blocks is thus
included. Depths of the bottom edge of the slope, as
recorded, vary considerably between 1.5 and 5.5 km,
dependinq on the adjacent seaward physiography. Iso-
lated areas of continental blocks such as the Ker-
auelen Islands and the Seychelles are included with
the neiqhbourinq continent. Mineral deposits will,
for t'h e mast part, approximate those found in equiv-
alent or adjacent terrestrial areas and will include
unconsolidated deposits of heavy minerals mostly
close inshore or in estuarine or drowned river val-
leys; sands, gravels, shells and similar nonmetal-
lic deposits laid down under shallow water or sub-
s*real conditions and in local areas; authigenic
deposits af phosphorite, and ferramanqanese oxides
with as so<<i ated minerals. Consolidated deposits
within the bedrock should occur on the average in
equal proportion to those underlying terrestrial
areas and will be as varied in size and mineral con-
tent.

Continental Rise and Small Ocean Basins

Gently sloping, thick layers of sediments
eroded fram the adjacent continent and overlying
the typical oceanic crust appear ta constitute the
ma jor earth material of this province. Where the
edqe of the continent forms a closed ar partially
closed marine basin such as in the Gulf of Mexico or
the western Mediterranean, sediment accumulation may
be manv kilometers thick, The province is possibly
favorable for sulfur and potash, in areas under-
!ain bv saline deposits, but it is not thouqht to
b<. favorable for other minerals

Ocean Basirs with Abyssal Plains and Hills

The acean basins constitute the greatest area
of any af the provinces, amounting to 41. 8 percent
of the acean floor. The major features of relief
are the abyssal plains � very flat and gentle of
slope, an the landward side af the basin � and
abyssal hills found seaward of the plains, usually

n parallel belts. The hills vary in width from 0.1
ta 100 km and in elevation up to 1, 500 m. The plains
are thauqht to be farmed largely by infi lling and
covetina aver the hills by terriqenaus sediments
transported by turbidity current.s activated by
slumping of the unstable continental slopes. Pelagic
sediments which overlie most of the ocean basins are
churacterized by a rate of deposition � x 10 5 to
5 x 10 4 cmyyr for the terriqenous component! which
is several orders af magnitude less than that of
sediments transported by bottom currents and slow
ennuqh ta allow ar even layer ta form over the un-
de t lvino bottom. Baca 1 ised areas of pelagic sedi-
ments may be found near the coast under favorable

conditions  Kuenen, 1950; Emery, 1960; Shepard, 1963;
and Menard, 1964! where COntinental Sedimenta are
not deposited. Basement rocks underlying the ocean
basins appear to be, far the mast part, typical
oceanic basalts. Manganese nodules and manganese
pavement may be present over large areas. Along bed-
rock fracture zones and in surficial sediments. the
province is considered favorable far metalliferous
deposits containing copper, nickel< chromium, cobalt
and platinum; where sediment thickness exceeds 1,000
m, sulfur and potash may be found  McKelvey and Wang,
1969! .

Trenches and Associated Arcs and Ridges

Deep ocean trenches and any noncontinent.al sys-
tems of adjacent island arcs and ridges are included
in this province. Bedrock is mainly basalt and re-
lated rocks overlain in places by sediments of var-
iable thickness up to several kilometers, some of
which may be consolidated. The bottoms af some
trenches are flat plains due to the influx of sedi-
ment fram the steep slopes, The sediments are con-
ceivably favorable, locally, for me calli furous de-
posits  McKelvey and Want, 1969!, but no exploration
has been conducted to establish metal values,

Ocean Rises and Ridges

The oceanic ridge system extends some 40,000 km
through the world oceans and supposedly constitutes
the upwel ling oceanic crust which farms the spread-
ing seafloors, The features have highly variable re-
lief up to 5,000 m, with widths of 300 to 5,000 km,
The bedrock is largely basalt and related rack
types, which are exposed on the seafloor in many
areas and cOVered Only by a thin veneer af sediment.
elsewhere. Ferramanganese deposits may be present
locally as nodules ar crust, Although unfavorable
for sulfur and potash, the province is canceivabl;
favorable, locally, for metalliferous deposits in
bedrock, particularly in fracture zones, and possi-
bly in surficial sediments, particularly wher< a
rift zone lies in a small acean basin or contains
closed depressions  Mcxelvey and wang, 1969!.

Composite Volcanic Ridges

Volcanic ridges may be farmed by overlapping
volcanoes, and this type of structure is exemplified
in the Hawaiian and Tuamotu Island groups. Bedrock
is basalt, qenerally unfavorable for extensive mi n-
eralization, but selective pelagic deposition may
form mineral concentrations.

Volcanic Seamounts or Guyats

Seamounts are, by definition, any submerged
peaks aver 500 m high  Heezen and Menard, 1963!.
They occur in every physiographic province, either
randomly scattered or in linear rows and often in
abundance. Heezen and Menard �963! report 10,000 in
the Pacific alone. They are sub>ect ta the charac-
teristic mineralization of deepsea sediments, within
a wide range of environments, and their potential is
only now being recognized by mining companies and
international agencies.

Ridges ar Plateaux of Unknown Origin

Same elevated areas have not yet been examined
sufficiently well to specify their origin; they may
be either oceanic Or cantinenta]. ASSociated deep-
sea sediments may contain mineral concentrat.es, and
local areas may be favorable for metalliferous
posits in bedrock.

Mineral Deposits and Their Distribution

There are several ways of classifyinq the min-
erals of the sea and its environs, e,g., by mineral
composition, e!cmental cor tent, origin, locat.ian,
method of concentration, environmental association,
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Not classified
but potential
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potential
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TABLE 1

UN�CO-
NI�SOLIDATE

 Placer!

Terri- Hemipela-
qics

Blue mud
Volcanic

mud
Yellow
mud

Glacial
sediment

Red Clays
Kaolinite
Ouartz

oe nous

B i aqeni c Organic
muds

Calcareous
muds

Coral muds Unconsolidated Deposits

I Authiqen-
ic

'Phas-
pharite

Barium
sulphate
cancre-
tians

Glauco-
nite

K MgFe!Al
Silicate

Metalli-
ferous
mud

Au/Aq/Cu/
Pb/Zn

Fe/Mn Fe oxides
Nodules Fe

Mn/Co/Cu/
Ni

I

I Diaqenic Phos-
phorite

Dolomite

Valaana-
qe6ic

zeolite
Feldspars

Cosmic Ni/Fe
spherule s

CONSOLI-
DATED

 Hard
Rock !

Surficial Phos-
phorite

Fe/Hn
oxides

Fe/MN
oxides

Dolomite
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or by method of exploitation. Each one may be suit-
ed to a particular purpose, but, for natural re-
source assessment, a combination of methods is both
Iaaical and useful.

The first Simplistic breakdown aSSumes three
classes of deposit: �! dissolved minerals concen-
trated in the sea water and in the biomass, �! un-
consolidated mineral deposits above the bedrock and
�! consolidated deposits within the bedrock. In
this study. the deepsea minerals of the latter two
classes only are examined, within any mineral clas-
sification there is overlap, with some minerals
occurring in more than one type of deposit, Ferro-
manaanese concretions, for example, occur both as
unconsolidated nodular deposits and as consolidated
crusts.

CLASSIl ICATION OF POTENTIAL MINERAL RESOURCES
OF THE DEEPSEAS

DEEPSEA MINERALS
Bathyal Abyssal

200-2,000 meters 2,000-6,000 meters
isurficial Substratal Surficial Substratal

Calcareous
ooze
Globigeri-

na
Pteroped
Coccolith

Silicious
ooze
Radialar-
ian
Diatom

Phosphorit
clay
Fish bone

debris

rathermal fluids Hydrathermal fluids

A number of the deepSea depOSits are peCuliar
to the marine environment and there are indications
that totally new forms of mineralization may het be
discovered  Blissenbach, 1972!.

Known or projected world wide distribution of
marine mineral deposits of saline minerals, sulfur,
phasaharite, metalliferous muds and ferromanganese
nodules are shown in Figure 5.

It is suspected that thc deposits are inti-
matelv associated both physically and chemicallv
with the underlying seaflaar as well as with the
superjacent waters.

Dnaanealidated depOsitS are defined aS natur-
allv occurrinq concentrations of mineral grains in
the marine environment which are not indurated and
which mav be a potential mineral resource, They are
amenable to dredqinq,

The classification of unconsolidated mineral-
bearing sediments has been admirably accomplished
by many authorities from the point of view of the
sedimentologist  Twenhofel, 1932!, the economic
gealoqist  Lindgren, 1933! or the oceanographer
 Sverdrup et al., 1942; Kuenen, 1960; Arrhenius,
1961; Lisitzin, 1972!; and many alternative ap-
proaches are available.

The classifications cited are based upon node
of occurrence, ariqin, physical appearance ar chemi-
cal composition. Two major divisions are commonlv
made which cause confusion because of common usage
of the same terminoloqy, namely Terriqenaus/Hemi-
pelaqic/Pelaqic or Terrigenous/Authigenic/Biotic.
Terrigenous in the first example usually refers to
either the location or the source of the sediment,
whereas in the second it refers strictly to the
source. Red clay is probably the greatest eniqna in
classification terminalogy. Named by John Hurray
from H.M.S. CHALLENGER samples as "red clay," this
sediment, nevertheless, may be brick red, brown, or
even blue  sverdrup et al,, 1942! . It is a pelagic
sediment and yet it is made up of greater than 704
terrigenous material Using source as the basis for
classification, red clay would be a terrigenous
Sediment in the TerrigenauS/Pelagic grouping. Using
location, there would be no terriqenous deepsea
sediments. The influence of transport on the ulti-
mate sediment type is significant, illustrated by
Figure 6 and Table 2. Many other contradictions and
confusions occur due ta the casual use af termin-
ology and lack of definition.
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Of fshore

Offshore
Known potash deposit

Offshore
Kncwn Sulphur depoeit

Phosphorite

F SEOTMEITTTYPE TRAM5POAT Tiff[

An alluvial deposit containing a val ~-
able constituent.

Pl scars
several seasons

A pelagic sediment in bathyal depths
in mhtch the terrigenous content is
greater than 3t and may be related by
analysfs to adjacent lard mass  after
Kvenen 196O!.

lfemi pelagic Iluds

Fast, mey be
si ngl ~ event

Ee 0

Very fast,
Outer shelf coarse sediment transported
to continents'I slope or abyssal plain
by turbidity current.

Turbidites

Oeep sea pelagft sedimeL mum deposition rates f
noug component in the
10 4 cm/yr  Arrhenius
less than 3OS biotic ma

r P

Metal-bearing mud

28 I

Beds of anhydrite  ruled!, in many areas with beds
 tinted! and domes or plugs  small circles! of salt
within sedimentary basins of marine origin. Locally
favorable for potash and magnesium deposits associ-
ated with salt and for sulphur  Frasch type! depo-
sits associated with anhydrite in beds and salt-
dome caprock. Evaporite basins of marl.ne origin
are broadly favorable for accumulation of petroleum,
and salt domes provide favorable structures for its
entrapment.

Frasch type only. Sour natural gas  hydrogen-sul-
fide rich! and asphalt-base crude oil may be an im-
portant source of sulphur in some areas .

Offshore areas in which deposits are known or which
are favorable for their occurrence.

Manganese-oxide paveyeents, crusts or
nodules on the seafloor

Location of nodules recovered by sampling shown by
circle with cross; photograph showing more than 25%
of bottom covered by nodules indicated by plain cir-
Cle; phctOgraph Shcwing 25% Or less Of bOttOTR Cover-
ed by nodules indicated by half-circle; photograph
showing no nodules indicated by dot.

Area where offshore exploration is in progress.
Principal mineral indicated by letter: P, phosphorite;
Cu, copper; Zn, zinc.

Reported thus far only from the Red Sea, a submarine
volcano off Indonesia and, in less concentrated de-
posits, on the crest of the East Pacific Rise. Pos-
sibly present also in other rift or fracture zones,
in parts of the deep trenches, in volcanic craters
or in other environments in which rising hydrothermal
solutions may have been trapped.

Figure 6. The role of transport rnechar.isms in
the differentiation of terrigenous recent
marine sediments

TABLE 2

TRANSPORT TIME FOR COMMON MARINE SEDIMEJ4TS

In an earlier study by Cruickshank et al. �96B!,
it was pointed out that the mayor change in systems
components af fecting the technology of mineral ex-
ploitation by dredcing were increasing water depth
and increasing distance from land. For this reason,
a classification based on water depth is considered
to be most relevant, In this discussion, the de-
posits are classified initially on the basis of their
depositional region and, secondly, on the basis of
the origin of their principal mineral constituents,
Common names for deposit types or mineral species
are used, and, where multiple terminology occurs in
the literature, this will be clarified. Table 3 de-
fines i.he environmental classification used in this
study and the genetic subdivisions are presented in
Table 6.
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2,560 13
Red 8 Yel iou Mud

Coral Mud

Coral Sand

Green Hud
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1,350 10

320 10

935

lcanic Hud 1,880 0.5
2,000-12,000a'I 268 74

d Clay

oblgerina Oote

sr oped Ooze

atom Ooze

diolarian Ooze

4,990 102 28

3.630 126

1.900

2,690 31

5,250
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TABLE 3
ENVIRONMENTAL CLASSIFICATION OF

UNCONSOLIDATED MARINE MINERAL DEPOSITS

OCCuring in the COntinental Shelf and SlOpe in a depth
in range of approuimately 0-300 nmters  tledpeth 'l957,
p. 18!. Included are Non Metallics of specific gravity
2-4 and mineral content 15-1008. Heavy minerals of
Spec if'Ic gravity 4-8 and mineral COntent 0, 1-1 53 and
Native Elenenta and Gams Of Spetific gravity 8-20  ac-
cept gems . specific gravity 3-3 .5! and mineral content
less than 1 ppm  Cruickshanh 1972!,

OcCurring largely on the continental Shelf and SlOpe
or in small ocean basins at depths of betnmen 300-2,000
meters. 1ncluded are surficial deposits occurring at
the sea mater/sea floor interface, and substratal de-
posits occurring at depth belou the sea floor. Synon-
yseus uith hemipelagic.

Occurring in mater deeper than 2,000 meters and gener.
ally free 5,000-6,000 meterS, The Surficial and Sub-
Strata l diatinCtiOn also applieS. Synonymoua uith
oe'lagic.

~ 4 s ui th mos t natura 1 phenOmenan . the definition it an apprdx imatian,

TABLE 4
GENETIC CLASSIFICATION OF

L NCONSOLIDATED HARINE MINERAL DEPOSITS

TABLE 5
AECEAS OF SEAFLOOR COVERED BY SPECIFIC
MARINE SEDIMENTS  AFTER KL!ENEN, 1960!

SEB!MENT TYPE AYE. DEPTH  M! AREA  KM 3 10 ! sEAFLOOR  8

roepths of indi vidual types  from Clark,19261.

The areas of the seafloar covered by specifir
marine sediments for each of the three depth en-
vironments are listed in Table 5, and their grass
distribution throughout the world oceans is illus-
trated in Figurc 7.

Commonly referred to as pelagic or deepsea
deposits, these can also be distinguished as surfi-
cial or. substratal. Deposits of ferromanganesc oxide
concretions are by far the best known mineral re-
source, but, because of the extent. and thickness of
mast of the abyssal sediments, very little is yet
known about possible concentrations of other mineraIs
beneath the surface.

The importance of the deepsea deposits of
hydrous ferromanganese oxides or manganese nodules
[622470�6!] with their associated minor element-
content of cobalt, nickel, copper and other elements
has been well established over the past decade. The
deposits occur ubiquitausly an the seafloor as grain.,
grai ns, nodules or concretions, slabs, encrustations,
replacement of coral and organic debris or as imprea-
nations of porous material. The origin of the nodules
is still open to question. Bonatti �972! cites
several theories, including introducrion of manganese
from land drainage and subsequent precipitatian an
the seaf lear  Pratt and HcFarlin, 1966!; introduccton
from submarine volcanism with subsequent precipita-
tion in an oxidizing environment; and dissolution
frOln hemipelagic sediments under reducing Condition'
and re-precipitation near the oxidizing sediment
water interface, 1't is quite likely that any one af
these mechanisms may predominate, depending an thc
local environment. A somewhat more controversial
theory is that nodule growth and dissolution is con-
trolled by bacterial action and both theoretical end
experimental evidence for this has been presented by
Ehrlich �970!.

The nodu1es are widespread, if uneven. In largo
areas, they may cover 100 percent af the seafloor
and, in other areas, be entirely absent. The range
of concentration reported varies from 0.05 gm/cm2 t.o
3. 8 gm/cm2 in the Pacific  Hero, 1965! and 0. 001
gm/cm2 to 4.3 gm/cm2 in the Indian Ocean  Bezrukov,
1962! . A concentration ratio of 1 gm/cm2 is equiva-
lent to 10,000 MT/km2. RatioS Of accumulatiOn and
age af the nodules have been reported by a number of
workers  Goldberg, 1954; Arrhenius, 1964!, and a
growth rate of 0.1 sun per 1,000 yr has been widely
quoted  Hero, 1965! and of ten disputed  Goadi.er,
1972! .

The mineralogy of the nodules is known to be
represented by three major manganese phases,
birnessite, 10 A manganite and 7 A manganite, and
mingr Hn; and F0 phases including todorakite
 Hnx+~ Mg2+ Bad+, Ca2+ K+, Na+
 Mn54+0123!�O
ramsdelite, psilomelane and goethite  Bender, 1970!

Analysis of the nodules and their minor constitu-
ents differ over a wide range  Table 6!, although
there appear to be correlations between minor element
content and other nodule parameters and environmental
factors.

In a revie~ of work by Others, Ehrlich �968!
notes that depth correlates directly with cobalt and
copper content in the Pacific, lead and titanium in
the Atlantic and inversely for lead and strontium in
the Pacific, copper and strontium in the Atlantic.
Ehrlich, in his review, also notes direct relation-
ships for nickel and copper with m-nganese concentra-
tions; nickel and copper with each other, both being
low in iron poor nodules; titanium and cobalt con-
centration, and chromium with manganese. Titanium is
contained in insoluble silicates, he reviews, cobalt
enriched in 6 -Mno2 phases; titanium and calcium
substituted for iron in todorokite, and nickel cop-
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Regional distribution of individual types of pelagic sediments. I. Diatom ooze, 2. Radio-
htriaa ooze, 3. Pteropod ooze, 4. Brown  red! clay, 5. Globigerina ooze, 6. Terrigenous deposits

and continettt. After H. U. Sverdrup er al.  I942!.

distrxbution of major sediments in the marine environment  after Kuenen, 1960!Figure 7. Gross

TABLE 6
ANALYSES OF MANGANESE NODULES FROM THE MAJOR OCEANS  FROM BENDER, 1970!

OCEAN

Average Maximum

402,000
4,300

17,000
P
Ti

530,000
212,000

5,000
4,600

Mn

3,700 4
1 ' 300 �!

Note: Numbers fn parentheses indicate number of anaTyses,

2BS

5,000
800

4,000
4,000

1,600
6,400
3,600
7,000
1,000

3,000
200

T,100

17,000
900

10
360

300
400

10,000
8,000

240
8Oo
200

15,000
3,000

58,ooo �4!
94,000 �4!

1,400 �4!
6,70O �4!

193,000 216!
117 OOOO 216!

3,200 210!
6,600 �10!

3,890 �94!
470 �4

17,000 �4
1 9,000 �4

810 54
1,800 54

900 54
26,000 54
8,000 �4!

106,000
371,000

6, 500

210,000
209,000

2,900
11,500

18,100
650

18,000

960
5,000
1,500

7,000
900

1,300

1, Too
470

10,400

640
2,600
1,000

ms
~s

0,000 �
1,900 �!
6,300 �!

5,4oo �!
570 �!

T4 F 000 �!

259,000
9,100
5,900

3,000
710

24,000
111,000

1,900
8 ~ 000
2,300

35,000
9,500

15,400
900

1,600

300
350

14,000
4,000

580
1,40D

930
14,000
4,900

164,000 �!
3,300 �9!
4,200 �9!

1,300  T9!
560  T5!

17,000 �!
33,000 �6!

1,100  !
4 ' 900 �5!
1,800 �6!

23,000 �!
40,000  8!
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tions in manganese nodules  after Hero, 1964! .

TA8LE 8
CONSTITUENTS OF PELAGIC RED CLAY

 AFTER HURRAY AND RENARD, 1891!

COhgT !TUEMT

pelagic Foraminifera

Bottom-living Foraminifera

Other organisms

Siliceous organisms

Minera!s

Fine washi ngs*

TOTAL

"Mainly hydrated aluminum-si
particles of all other cons

L
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O narra',e by dred<!tn
a Same!e from sca

percent of the ocean floor. Other planktonic speci«s
are coccoliths and pteropods whose organic shell
st.ructures contain aragonite providing a possible
site for the concentration cf heavy metal iona of
lead, copper, barium, strontium, titanium and iron
from sea water  Arrhenius, 1963! . The noncarbc.nate
fraction may contain similar material to thc red
clay. The carbonate content of deep pelagic sedi-
ment is largely controlled by bathy<ac try. Curb<stat o.
are rarely found below the critical depth at whi<.!i
dissolution sharply increases � generally around
6,000 m � although variations in tropical areas do
eXiSt. Using a thickneSS eetimated by Revelle of 400
m overlying 128 x 106 km2, Hero �965! has estimated
a body of 1016 T of carbonat<' sediments for all
oceans.

of lesser. extent and covering only 14 percent
of the ocean floor are the siliceou~ oozes compos<.d
of skeletal structures of opaline silicate secret«.t
by a numb<.r of marine organisms including the
Pl kt d t d' < ., < <l,g 11.u|

d * b,th p g . Alth gl < I Lh
opal is dissolved after the death of tire organism,
the remaining, relatively rich traction, often forms
a significant proportion of the sediment, parti<. -u-
larly below areas of high productivity such as
divergences or cotivergences of water masses, Wind i
also ati important transport medium for quartz in
deepsea sediments. Eolian quar t.z sometimes cons ti-
tutes 30 percent of equatorial Atlantic sediment.u



 Arrhenius. 1963! . Also, frequently constituent are
plagioclase feldspars, probably windblown, and
authigenic orthoclase.

The Water Mass

Consolidated Deposits

The Water/Seafloor Interface

Oceanologic Environment

The Air/Water Interface
The Metecrelcgical EnVirOnment.

The weather is critically important in regard
to ocean operations. At sea, not only the effect of
storms and waves must. be taken into account, but,
also, the effects of ice, electrical storms. high
humidity and the temperature of the living and work-
ing environment.

TABLE 9
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OP RED CLAWS FROM VARIOUS PACIFIC LOCATIONS IN WEIGHT PERCENTAGES  AFTER GOLDBERG AND

ARRHENIUS, 1958!

r  Latitude!
 Longtitude!

!  Oepth m!

5 16'36' 5 12'46' N 9'17'
W 162'43' W 143'33' W 124'9'

5,125 4,380 4,410

N 19'1'
W 177 19'

4,774

N 27'38' N 35'9' N 53' 1' C m!posite Ant!antic
W 124'26' W 157'l7' W 176'13' of 51 1 Ocean
4,400 5,600 3,660 samples 5amp18

45.8
20.5
6.2
0.78

47. 0
14. 7
6.2
0,36

56. 0
15.9
4.6
0.38

510
Al 0
Fe
Ti

61. 3
19.5
3.5
0.43

57,5
17.8
4.6
0. 49

52.8
14.8
5.7
0.44

67.0
11,4
4.0
0.33

54.5
15.9
6.7
0.6

53.3
23,7
5.1
0.6

Mg
Ca
Na
K

1.8
3.3
4.5
2.6

1.9
5.9
4.4
2.2

1.7
2.0
3,9
2.5

2.4
5.8
4.1
3.1

2.2
2.1
2.6
2.9

2.3
2.9
2.5
1.1

2.4
1.2
2.8
2.2

2,0
1.4
1.5
2.4

2,1
3.6
2.8
2.6

0,005
0.069
1.5
0.028

0.041
0.26
3.0
0.039

0. 035
1.2
0,87
0. 031

Sr
Ba
Mn
I'1 i

0.040
0.60
0.46
0.011

0. 061
0.16
1.6
0.083

0.030
0. 11
1.6
0. 026

0.036
0.10
0.14
0.003

0, 047
0. 18
0,7
0. 02

0.019
0.45
0.09
0.012

0.077
0.031
0,006
0.043

0.0093
0,031
0.005
0,025

0. 14
0.024
0.014
0.020

O. 20
0, 011
0.004
0.012

Cu
Co
Cr
V

0. 066
0.009
0.010
0.031

0. 038
0.009
0.'008
0.021

0.010
0.001
0.006
0.014

0.019
0.01
0.008
0.024

0,0�
0. 008
0. 037
0. 018

0.017
0.0065
0.21
0.016
0.0018

0.021
0,0008
0.013
0,039
0.0044

O. 012
0.0017
0.012
0. 013
0.0037

0, 008
0.011
0,017
0.0038
0.0040

Pb
Mo
Zr

Sc

0.010

0,023
0.017
0,0028

0.0080. 012

0. 010
0.002
0,0020

0.007
0.037
0.018
0.005
0.0022

0. 03

1. Sverdrup et al. 1942
2. Correns,l~
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in tne deepsea, consolidated deposits of ferro-
;..drgdnese oxides have been reported as encrustatiOns
on sedrcc<. Other potential depOSitS of irOn Oxidee,
phosphates and dolomite have been noted in surface
outcroppings dnd in the reports of the Deep Sea Drill-
ing Program. Deposits of minerals occurring in bed-
rock dnd workable by underground methods are likely
in dssociation with certain physiographic regions
 McKelvey and Wang, 1969!, although few examples
have yet been reported for the deepsea. Similarly,
f!.uid inclusions of ore-bearing fluids could preeent
a potential source of metals.

For the purposes of minerals exploration and
exploitation at sea, it is logical to subdivide the
ocean environment �51.46! into the air/water inter-
fac", the water mass and the water/sediment interface.

All surface effects are considered here, in-
cluding motion due to waves, evaporative effects and
interchange of energy between ocean and atmosphere.
The considerations of motion �51.466! would appear
to be most important where surface craft are involved,
and evaporative effects, of course, are decisive in
th» consideration of solar-assisted minerals concen-
ti ation.

Consideration of the water mass includes a!l
physical �51.463! and chemical�51,464! pivperties
of the water dS they relate to any specific mining
situation. The depth of water, the magnitude and
direction of currents �51.465!, temperature, ligh .
transmi ssion and acoustic properties will all be of
importance in underwater mining operations. More-
over, chemistry of the water involving its composi-
tion, salinity, pH, Eh and other factors such as
chemical species present are critically important.

The seafloor is the site for a number of sig-
nificant interchange processes between the geologi-
cal environment and the water. Such may take the form
of chemical interchange which is most significant in
the formation of authigenic minerals, energy inter-
change through heat flow, as well as water movement
exemplified by sediment tiansport processes both in
deep water and along the shore. Many of the problems
associated with seafloor interactions with technol-
ogy are discussed elsewhere in the sections on char-
acterizaticn and the geOlogicdi. enVironment.



TABLE 10
CLIMATOLOGICAL AND OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA FOR AREA

0 -25 N 110 � 155 W SUMMARIZED IN TERMS OF ANNUAL
RANGES

AVERAGE
ANNUAL
RANGE

CLIMATOLOGY

1-4'

.2-2 KN

5-40%

2-10%

0-2X

70-85 F

1.0210-1.0245

3 hrs.t

l. Data from Department of Cornnerce,1961. Climatological
and Oceanographic Atlas for Mariners. V. 11, North
pacific Ocean: USDC 'Nashington 25 DC.

2. Depending on physical condition of victim.

A typical range of environmental parameters for
an area subject to exploration for manganese nodules
in the rVOrth Went PaCifiC iS given in Table 10.
Weather and sea state are closely interrel.ated, and,
in consideration of exploratory operations, both
must be examined.

In the region under consideration, a mild cli-
mate generally prevails. The major environmental
characteristics which will influence the operation
of a surface vessel are those related to vessel move-
ment, i.e., surface winds, surface currents and seas.
These range from 0 to 30 kn, 0.2 to 2 kn and less
than 8 ft for 90 percent of the time, respectively.
None of these seem likely to present major con-
straints in sea keeping. As far as safety at sea,
rain occurs from 7 to 52 days per yeai', and visibil-
ity is generally from 1 to 5 railes. Again, no major
problems seem to prevail. In the equatorial regional
� to 5 N!, however, alternating surface and subsur-
face currents may present major problems in opera-
tions control with a deep submerged dredge string.

The Ecologic Envirorunent

The non-human ecosystem involves all living
creatures apart from man �77.4!, and disturbance of
the environment in any way will have some effect on
the associated biomass. One of the greateet Conoerns

precipitation

Surface winds

Storm Tracks  month!

Tropical storms and tyhpoons

Visib lity

Total cloud amount .8 clouds

Air temperature

Dew point

Air-sea tern rature difference

OCEANOGRAPHY

Surface Currents velocity

5eas   5 feet!

Seas   8 feet!

Seas   12 feet!

Ice concentrations and extremes

Sea temperature

Density

Irrmersion hypothermia

7-52 daysrryr.

0-30 KN

7, 8, 9, 10

None recorded

1-5 miles

10-60$

68-824F

60-70nF

which has become centered in the concept of environ-
mental impact is that of pollution. Most simply
fined as too much of anytliing, ttris term is unfor-
tunately very widely applied to any form of environ-
mental disturbance or impact, particularly if visible
without regard to its true effect on the surrounding
biota. The effect may be detrimental, enhancing or
insignificant, and, although the literature is not
extensive on effects due to minerals operations
[628,628�6! Batelle, 19711, some good work has been
done on providing guidelines for baseline studies
 Ebersole, 1971! and for the preparation of environ-

mental impact statements involving such operatrons
 Sorenson, 1971; Leopold et al., 1971!.

The Dee sea Environment  after Madsen, F.
J., 19~6, 19y I 2

In the deepsea, life conditions are reasonably
uniform, except for food sources. The temperature
generally is bei:ween 0 and 2'C, constant within the
geographical areas and with no seasonal variation.
Enclosed decpsea basins have higher bottom tempera-
tures and do not possess a true abyssal fauna.

The Salinity is 34. S i 0.2 perCent. The conicn-
trations of phosphate, carbon dioxide and silicate
and the alkalinity also vary only slight.ly. The oxy-
gen content is entirely dependent on the contirruous
supply of oxygenated water masses, as oxygen can
only be added in the upper water layers through tire
photosyntheses of the pelagic plants and by absorp-
tiOn Of air at the surface. Generally, however, thn
bottom water contains sufficient oxygen for the
support of animal life, i.e., on an average 5 t.o 6
cc/1 in the Atlantic and 3.5 ro 4 cc/1 in the
Pacific. Close to the bottom, in some areas, there
may be a decrease in oxygen content which is evi-
dently connected with the biological processes, and
oxygen is low, of course, in the oxygen minimum
layer.

The abyssal zone is ~or~ally a calm milieu. Thc
change from primarily terzigenous to pelagic de-
posits takes place at an approximate depth of 2,000
rn which frequently coincides with the upper limit oC
the abyssal fauna. Down to depths around 4.000 rn  in
mid and low latitudes!, the sediment is primarr ly
ooze . In depths exceeding 4,000 m, mos t of the c rl-
careous deposits have been dissolved, and the
ment is largely red clay. In other areas, e,g.,
higher latitudes, siliceous ooze predominates. Slow
currents occur along the bottom, varying in velocity
up to about 5 cm/sec, and deepsea photographs show-
ing ripple marks indicate that, at least to rlcpths
about 3,000 m and around sea mounts, the currents
may occasionally increase to 16 cm/sec, occasionally
higher.

Ultimately, the fOOd Supply fcr deepSea life iS
dependent upon the supply of organic matter from
land and from the upper water layers where it is
basically produced by the photoautotrophic phyto-
plankton, the first link in the oceanic food chain.
When the epipelagic organisms sink, they are utilized
by the bathypelagic fauna. However, the remains of
plants, animals and excrements which sink below a
depth of 2,000 m will reach the bottom having been
little influenced by the depths as the abyssopelagic
life is very poor. The common assertion that. the
greater the depth, the less the supply of food is,
therefore, true only in connection with distance from
land or from areas with a high productivity at the
surface. Abyssal heterotrophic bacteria assimilate
the organic matter and are considered to constitute
the main source of food, either directly or as the
second link in a new food chain. Terrigenous de-
posits which support a much richer animal life than
the eupelagic deposits may be transpoi ted inr o r.he
deep ocean by turbidity currents. Plant debris is
very abundant on the abyssal bottom in certain tropi-
cal areas. The sunken dead bodies of large animals,
e,g,, whales, form temporary local food supplies and
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Life Cycles

Animal Life

Deepsea Zonation

are mentioned as being one explanation for the patchy
distribution of some abyssal species,

The . nvironmental conditions are, apart from
tne ;>r =ssur e, no different from any that can be
'our. 1 in shal lower r'=gions, and the abyssal fauna
possess fc» funda>tents  differences in life pro-
cesses from the fauna of shallow regions. Character-
istics shown by the abyss~1 animals are correlated
with their life in a dark, calm, soft-bottomed en-
vironment. The mobile animals have long, slender
legs, and the sessile ones are often staiked  which
may in part be an adaptation for raising them above
the oxygen-poor water layer close to the bottom! .
Many fishes and crustaceans are blind, and, in
some fishes, the pelvic fins are developed as tactiLe
orgdfls .

Life in the abyssal region is concentrated on
or close to the bottom. All the major groups of mar-
ine invertebrates are represented, in addition to
several benthic kinds of fish, porifera, coelenter-
at.a, polychaeta, crustacea, echinoderma, rnollusca,
tunicate and vertebrata.

The abyssal fauna, like the cold water faunas
and infaunas of the shallower depths, is composed,
to a large extent, of comparatively few widespread
sp. cles with a relative abundance of individuals.
In addition, there are many species, especially the
epifauna, which show patchy distributions. The epi-
fauna will also be concentrated on and ar'ound the
sea mounts where increased currents may expose a
firm surface or a coarser grade of bottom.

wit.h !ncreasing depth, the number of suspension
feeders  feeding from the suspended detritus! and
deposit feeders  feeding on the deposited organic
rnatter! increase in relation to that of carnivores
and scavengers, The Porcelanasteridae, a family of
mud eaters within the otherwise carni.vorous sea
stars, are unknown from depths less than 1,000 m.
They consti tute a fourth of the species of sea stars
recorded from 4,000 m and half of those from 6,000 m.
Tho mud-eating holothurians, the Elasi oda, are the
all-dominant animals in the abyss, an some of the
abyssal fishes are also deposit feeders.

Tne density of life is very low compared to
that of the moderate depths. Expressed in biomass,
i.e., guantity of substance! in live organisms in
g/m>, life density, even in the richer abyssal tc-
giorls  t.he Ant.arctic and norther~ Boreal!, is no
more r.han 1 percent of that. in the richer subli ttor-
ul, and some eupelagic deposits may be almost bar-
ren  Table 11! . Further, productivity may be ex-
treniely pOrlr,

TABLE 11
FIGURES FOR BIOh5ASS IN NORTHWESTERE! PACIFIC

 FROM MADSEN, 1966!

The rate of reproduction seems slow, and a r on-
siderable longevity is also postulated for abyssal
in trna le in general . It is yet unknown whether  .hi>y
show seasonal Life rhythms, but thoro arr indica-
tions t.hat, for the true abyssal specii s, t»is
nor tire case and that. reproduction may t.ake pl
at any time of the year, with only a sm,ii 1 nu!nin i
of eggs ripening simultar.eously. A nonpelagic
veloprnent seems to be usual for the true abyss.il
i>enthic species and for tho majority of those ex-
tending into the zone, thougll some may bc expected
to have free-swirrvning larvaL stages of some dura-
tion. Some species possess pelagic larvae, and some
of the benthic-abyssopelagic fishes have larvae
living in the upper pelagial. How mining might in-
terfere with lift cycles, if at all, is unknow!!.

The deepsea bathyal and abyssal regions have
quite extensive variations of environ!sent  F igurc-
10!. The abyssal zone may be d>vi ded into an upper
and a !ower zone at a depth nf about 4,>00 m where
a change in the composition of the species occurs.
A number of the. species distrrbuted worldwide belong
exclusively to t.lie lower abyss,

Uniform life conditions and the absence of
defir!itu topographical barriers account for the
wide distribution of many of the endemic forms in
the abyss. An almost cosmopoli tan distribution seems
to l>e a general rule for species of benthic Cis»es,
dnt.hosea, echinoderrns and tunicates, whereas crusta-
ceans and mollusks show restricted distributions.
With respect to the echinoderms, another barrier  or
the distribution would seem to be the spa!-se food
resources of the mid-Pacific deepsea. The oxtrornol>
cold water � C! of the Antarcl.ii; deepsea probably
accounts for thc special c.ornposition of the abyssal
fauna thi'.ru. Three main zoogeographrcaL subdivisior.s
of the abyssal regions may be distinguishedr �! tin ~
Atlantic and Indian Oceans, inclusiVe of the SOutll-
western Pacific, �! the East Pacific and �! the
Antarctic deepsea. A more detailed zoogcographicdl
subdivision will, for thc greater part, reflect only
the zoogeography of the. »at.hyal region.

Numerous species extend from the bathyal into
thi. neighboring abyss and constitute a very con-
siderable part of the actual abyssal fauna. Such
species hive bi en called secondary abyssa! species
Or >p!est S sinoe, thnugh able to LiVe in t h< d»yssa I
habitat, they !nay be unable t o produce a constant
serii s of genera! iona there. Lt is probable also thr>!
many S peeiCS may be preVen ted f ram Spre ad in@ intO thi
distant oceanii deepsea because ot the decreasing
food supply. It is believed  Hadsen, 1966! the low
temperature in the deepsea !s a ri.cently acgurrcd
condition, and, prior to the Late tert.iary, ternper-
atures of around 10 C may have bee!r typical.

Interar tions in the Ecosystem

There are a great many aspects of ecosystems
disturbance that are poorly stud!ed, and it. i. of
prime importance that our knowledge of these niatlers
be increased so that sensible ecological forecastin 1
can bc carried out.

Along with the present industrial activit!' in
preparing for dredging of rnangantse nodules from trri
deep ocean �22~70126! i, a numt>er of Stud!ca i!ave
been carried Out On the pOSSibi Lit icS of enviriln-
merltal degradation  Welling, 1972; Garland and
Hagi. r r y, 1 9 72; Turekia n, 1972; Reels el. a 1., 1 rd 72!,
Garland liscs sonic typical characteristics of the
nodule env>.ronment  Table 12! . So far, none of the
studies suggest tl'lat much ef feet can be anticipated.
Other studies, however, have been carried out ! n
coastal  Roby, 1972! and estuarine ari.as  I WPCA,
1969! with quite different conclusions.
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Figure 10. Ecological zonation of the deepsea  from GAIAT.'IEA report. 19'59!

of copper and other elements [622. 77 5 r 567. 8 i, Some
environment.s have a greater signifrcance in the eco-
system then others. Primary producthVrty, for ex-
ample, in salt. marshes and coral reefs rs reported
in Table 1 3 as 2, 200 gm/m2/yr, as opposed Co dc ereseu
areas where it is only 50 gm/m2/yr. The catastrophrc
mass mortalrties resulting from periodic red t.tdes
are thought to be responsible for same mineral «o»-
centratrons.

V R AB E VALUE OR CONDITION

The Physiologic Environment

Human restraints are due to the limitations of
thc human body to adapt to all rratural condit.ions
and are mostly concerned with safety and health. To
t.hose inexperr.enced in working r.n the marine en-
vironrnent, the unforgiving nature of t.he weather,
the water and the waves may not be realized. The
ocean rs a harsh and hazardous environment for m*n,
It can be adapted to only with care,

Sal lnrty
Oxygen  Eh!

:8.0+0.2 During OperatiOnS at Sea, WhndS, SeaS and trdeS
become important factors. In heavy weather, safe
working loads often cannot be trusted; unexpected
strains in rigging occur; operatronal time is
shortened because every hing takes a little longer,
and work falls behind. Motion sickness is a prevalent
and displeasing problem. When conditions are good,
there is often a tendency to try and catch up by
hurrytng and taking short cuts. Safety precauttons
that would otherwise be observed may be bypassed
with resultant. risk of accidents.

Sediment type

Prrmary product'y :Low; 50 gC/m /yt
compared to 200-600
in productive waters

rzooplankton only; rlo-100 mg/m2
compared to 1000
in coastal areas

:None at present
& none foreseen

Biomass

Commercial f ish-
eries

:Very low activity
�0% of world' s
catch from all deep
ocean areas!

:Low

Commercial ships and of f shore structures are re-
quired to meet certain construction, manning, navi-
gation, health and safety standards set by irrterne-
tional treat.y, U.S. laws and regulations and marten
insurance underwriters.

Nutrient level :Medium to hi h

Characteristics such as hull Eorm, the made of
operation, styles, propulsion, manning, travel routes
and national 3urisdiction will dictate what design
and safety requirements should be imposed. This will
result in considerable variation, and specific re-
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TABLE 12
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS QF DEEP OCEAN MODULE MIMING

ENVIRONMENT  GARLAND 6 HAGERTY, 1972!

eograp xc ocatron;Mort Centra Pacr ac Ocean
Distance from land :Greater than 1000 nm �800 km!
Water depths r10,000-18,000 ft �-6,000 m!
Location of ore :Exposed at sediment/water interface

a extendin onl 1-2 inches below
SE SURFACE SEA FLOOR

Depth thermocline r50-100 m
Temperature :Yearly mean 23-26eC;r0.6-1.4eC con-

Aug. 20-28eCr Feb. stant
18-26 C

r34-35.5o/ao
; 4 . 5 ' 0 . 5 m 1/1

 +430 mv!

34 6o/Qo
rWaterr 3.5-4.5
ml/1  +430 mv!
Sediment..
highly oxidized
 +400-500 mv!

:Water: 7.6+ 0.2
sediment: 7-8

:Pelagic "red"
caly, low BOD

:10-100 mg/m2

Xn determrning interactrons in the ecosystems,
some critical points should be noted The balance be-
tween trace elertrents and organisms is delicate. The
full involvement of bacterial action with many min-
eral concentration processes is not known but is
thought ta be significant for a number of cases such
as ferromanttanese oxides [622e70�6!:567.8], sulphides

t

IDD



TABLE 13
HABITAT REMOVED BY DREDGING AND FILLINGESTUARINE

AVATLhBLE HABITAT IN 1955
 ACRES!

AREA OF TOTAL
HARSH AND

WETI Ar D

AREA OF I  POR-
TANT WILD .I. 'E

HABITAT
RFOPH fS ICAF.

PEGIOh
AREA DREDGED
AND/rrR FI l.Ll D

PURCLN'1' OF
Bhlrlmh'1' l.OS'l'

168,000
424,000
441,000

1,551,000

167,000
424,000
428,000
797,000

4,000
89,000

3,000
25,000

7. ll
8. r!

r
2. !

469,000
6,000,000

165,000
174,000

99,000
3,426,000

162,000
98I000

15,
167,
256,

5 i
1,

000
000
000
000
100

7 r!
4. 8

67.0
4.0
0,2INSUFFICIENT DATA

10
9,392,000 6,175,000

Fish & Wildlife Circular 39, Wetlands of
Fish 6 Wildlife Service Data presented i
aZine hreaS', HOuae Serial    90-3.

565,100 7. 0

U.S.D.I.,
U.S.D.I.,

'Estu

References the United StateS, 1956.
n Cnnaressiana! Hearings,

quirements can only be specified for particular cases;
however, the following general areas should be con-
s ideredr

Structural strength, structural fire protection
and access means of escape

Stability and subdivision

Fire protection equipment.  portable, semi-
r ortable and fixed!

Li. esaving equipment

Emergency lighting and power systems

Removal of ignition sources and emergency con-
trol stations

Internal communications systems

Navigation lights and markings

Emergenc3 shutdown equipment., closure and
t.ightness

The Artificial Environment

Restraints take many forms, and those imposed
on resource development by man's own needs are no
less real than those imposed by nature,

In tne exploration and exploitation of natural
resources, including deepsea ferromanganese nodules,
the artificial environment may be considered to in-
clude economic, political, social, lega.i and techni-
cal restrzints, These are each discussed in the fol-
lowinq pages on terms of environment relative to deep-
sea minerals.

Ec onomic Restraints

Money is a tangible quantitative medium of value.
Our technologic advancement is based on it, and the
economic r nvironment for which money is the standard
is built on natural resources. The impact of resource
disturbanr;e will be measurable an the economy.

Many receipt studies have examined t.he impact of
the contained metals on manganese nodules on the
world market [622n70�6!:622.013j. As Sorensen and
Head �969! noted in referring to an offshore phos-
phorite venture, considering the risk involved from
the point. of view of both costs and ever tual markets,
it is nat unreasonable to predict that expected net
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1 ! AB ITAT LOST,
1947-1967

rates of return on investment. in marine mining of
from 30 to 40 percent will be required to bring the
necessary capital on line. This may alsO be true Of
manganese nodules. In many cases where the external-
iti.es of a marine mining venture are very substan-
tial, it may well be that some different economic
approaches must be made. Value or cost is no longer
stz'ictly a tunction of money,

With regard to the world pictures for mineral s,
some significant trends are becoming apparent as in-
dicated by the  ollowing quotations:

The unmistakable conclusion reflected in
t.he data and commodity summaries is that,
as the Nation's needs continue to grow
and as per capita consumption of materials
in other countries increases at an even
fast.er rate than ours, it becomes incres-
ingly difficult for the United States to
fill its ever-growing deficit by imports,
even at increasing prices.  Natioral Corn-
mission on 14aterials Policy, 1972!

In Section 3.8, the supply of natural re-
sources was assumed sufficient to last
for 250 years at the 1970 rate of usage.
But in Figure 4-1, the rate of usage  not
plotted! rises anather 50 percert between
1970 and 2000 because of the rising popu-
latian and the increasing capita 1 invest-
ment. Well before natural reSOurceS diSap-
p -rr, their shortage depresses the world
system because of the natural-resourr=e-
extraction multiplier described in Sec-
tion 3. 6 that introduces the more di f f icult
extraction task resulting from depleted and
more diffuse stocks of resources. The ef-
fect of rising demand and falling supplv is
to create the dynamic consequences of slrorl-
age, not. 250 years in the future, but only
30 to 50 years hence,  Forrestur, J. w.,
1971!

These remarks originate from two quite diff~rent
but equally informed sources, and it is becoming in-
creasingly obvious that there is litt!e cause for
complacency in reviewing our accessible supplies of
mineral raw materials on land, Not only are tliere
trends t.owards actual national and world shortages,
but there are tremendous socio-economic pressures
against environmental disturbances particularly in
developed count:ries and socio-pol iti eel pressrrrr s
against economic exploitation, and we use lhe word
this time ! n its derogatory sense, in the undeide-



veloped countries. No longer can we complacently
define conservation as the use of someone else' s
resources rather than our own. In the United States,
out of BB mineral commodities considered  Tab!e lrr!,
the resources of 31 of them are indicated to be in-
adequate to meet the projected cumulative demand
through the year 2000, now less than 30 years away.
we presently impart over 50 percent of our needs for
eleven of these commodities. The world picture is not
much bett r. Twenty mineral commodities are indicated
to have reSOureeS inadequate tO Supply the demand
through the year 2000, even without the constraint
referred to previously. If we consider 30 years to
be a long time, there may nat be an emergency. But
how often have we heard that the consumption of
minerals in the past 30 years has been equal to or
greater than the prior consumption by man since the
beginnings of recorded time � and it is increasing
every year. Many informed persons and many uninformed
persons have written and talked about the problems of
environment, ecosystems and man �01!, and, no matter
haw it is analyzed, the ultimate problem becOmea the
high rate of world population growth. As the begin-
ning quotations indicate, the earth is a closed
system with finite mineral resources and finite
capacities to accommodate the impact of man, Never-
theless, even if this basic problem is resolved,
minera1 demands will continue. The ultimate solution
ta mineral shortage may be recycling, but, until
that equilibrium state is attained, alternative
sources of supply must be sought. Examination of the
potential world mineral resources of the marine envi-
rOnment  Table lrr! indieateS that large amauntS Of
nearly all known mineral commodities are to be found.
Not all of them will serve within our lifetime as
sources of supply, but some of them may very well
became  and are even now! our sole source of supply.
There is na question that these figures indicate a
patentia! importance of the role of marine minerals
which can no longer be dismissed as futuristic or
exaggerated. There is no question but that the prob-
lems of exploration and exploitation will be many and
costly to solve. It may be that the needs of the pub-
lic sector can no longer be fulfilled entirely on the
efforts of private enterprise.

A strong relationship between government and
industry and between nation and nation will be essen-
tial to the development of this new resource base. A
sense of urgency should prevail in the development
of new enqineering technology; and wise management
practices, suited to the exploration of minerals from
this new and somewhat hostile marine environment,
should be rapidly agreed upon. Deepsea ferromanganese
deposits present a known and suitable place to start.

Marine Mineral Resource Estimates

The economics of mineral resources are largely
tied to the needs of consumers. Shortages can
increase the value af a mineral commodity to the
extent that the resource moves to the categOry of
reserves. Surpluses can reduce commodities from the
reserve c rtegory to that of resources. McKelvey
�968!  Figure '11! has classified the mineral
resources to differentiate between the situations
prevailing at the time of categorization. He states:

although subsea resources of petroleum and
several other minerals aze potentially
large and widely distributed, only a small
part are likely to be economically recov-
erable within the next few decades, and an
unpredictable part may never be recover-
able. In order to give economic and geo-
Iogic perspective to estimates of
resources, it is desirable ta view them
in a framework that takes account of the
degree of certainty of knowledge about
their existence and character, and the
feasibility of their recovery and sale. In
the classification below, the degree of
certainty of knowledge af the dimensions
and quality Of mineral depOsitS iS ShOWn

Figure 11. Classification of reserves and
resources  according to McKelvey, 1968!

on the abscissa, and the feasibility of
recovery and marketing is shown on the
ordinate. The classification of individual
deposits shifts with progress in explora-
tion, advance in technology, or changes in
economic conditions. Recoverable reserves
are marketable materials that are produc-
ible under locally prevailing economic and
technologic conditions. Paramarqinal
resources are prospectively marketable
materials that are recoverable at prices
as much as 1,5 times those prevailing now
ar with a comparable advance in technology.
Submarginal resources are materials recav-
erable at prices higher than 1.5 times
those prevailing now but that have some
forseeable use and prospective value.

Seen in this framework, the presently
recoverable proved reserves of most minerals
are relatively small compared to the
resources that may eventually be found by
exploration or become recoverable as a
result of technologic advances or changes
in economic conditions. This is particu-
larly true of the seabed resources because
only a small part of the seabed has been
explored and most of the resources it con-
tains are not yet economically recoverable.

In this study, estimates of resources include
all classes of reserves and resources without dif-
ferentiation as to class. These are termed Apparent
Resources.

Three major classes of mazine mineral resources
are known: �! the dissolved minerals in sea water,
�! the minerals in unconsolidated deposits which
occur in a variety of locations from coastal beaches
to the deepseafloor and �! the minerals in consoli-
dated deposits in the underlying bedrock. Manganese
nodules occur in the second class, and, in order ta
fully assess their potential, it is necessary to
understand as much as we can about their environment
and the many factors influencing their origin and
distribution. Our present knowledge of these matters
in the ocean compai'ed to our knowledge for other
minerals on land is sadly lacking, but sufficient
statistical data are available to make, within order;,
of magnitude at least, an assessment of what ouz
potential deepsea mineral resource might be. Marine
mineral resources are examined in the light of
present day knowledge and with the assumption that
the present techno-ecanomic base lines are changing
at least as fast as they have in' the past quarter
century.
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Onconsolidated Deposits

Resources of mineral connnodities from unconsoli-
dated deposits have been computed for the abyssal
regions and are totalled in Table 15 by commodity.
Where breakdown is not possible, the inclusion or
exclusion of any commOdity from the total is indi-
cated.

Abyssal Deposits

Both surficial and substratal deposits are
included in resource estimates for the abyssal depths.

t t 1 D~t- F * q Nod 1

Only ferromanganese oxide nodules are considered
here as a potential resource.

Estimates of reserves for the Pacific Ocean have
been reported by Nero �965! at 1,700 billion NT,
later revised �967! to 1,500 billion, and by
Zenkovitch and Skornyakova �961! at 90 billion NT.
Mero's figures are based on measurement. from 101
photographs, cores and qrab samples, and, as he
states, on the basis of these data, most of the cal-
culations concerning manganese nodule tonnages are of
the nature of speculation. Many more data are avail-
abl» now, though no more authoritative compilation of
resources has been made yet. Assuming that economic
nodule deposition is confi red within the depth range
3.000 to 6,000 m where 10 A manganite and 7 !  rnan-
qanite coexist with 6 Nn02  Bender, 1970!, a
concentration of 1 gm/crn2 would yield 1, 390 x 109 T
in the Pacific Ocean. This figure falls between the
previous estimates, nearer to Nero's. Bezrukov in
1962 gave estimates for 1S million km2 of the Indian
Ocean covered by the best nodule concentrations,
ranging from 4.3 to 0.001 gm/cm2, Allowing '1 grs/cm2
would give a total product of 150 x 109 NT. No such
figures are available for the Atlantic or Arctic
Oceans, and any assumptions made at the present time
would be little more than guesses. For the purpose of
resource est.imates, then, a world total of 1,700 x
109 T as reported by Nero �965! and cited by
Ncrretvey et al. �969} is assumed  Table 15!. This is
reduced to 1,S00 x 109 T in the Pacific  Nero, 1967!,
150 x 109 T in the Indian Ocean and 50 x 109 T in the
Atlantic, but estimates for the Arctic Or small ocean
basins are not made. Metal content of the deposits is
computed from data reported by Bender �970! and
listed previously in Table 6. Bender lists abundances
for 37 elements in his nodules, Of these, only 11
show concentrations more than two orders of magnitude
greater than crustal abundance given by Berth �962! .
The resource values cited in the Table are computed
using these elements only.

Substratal Oe~osits

Allowing a thiCkneSS Of abOut. 200 m, HerO �965!
has calculated that there are some 10" 6 T of red clay
on the seafloor and has tabulated the elemental dis-
tribution for this material  Table 16! as a mineral
resource.

A comparison of the concentration of the
contained elements in Nero's table with crustal abun-
dance discloses  Table 17! that only four elements
 Nn, Cu, Pb and Mo! have a concentration ratio
greater than one order of magnitude and none as much
as two orders of magnitude. These are not considered
to be sufficient concentrations to warrant inclusion
uf red clay as a potential mirreral resource on the
basis of the elemental content. It seems unlikely
that any other uses would evolve for the material as
a bulk industrial commodity that could not be met
from a more adequate alternative source. Estimates
are, therefore, not included in the resource base.

The possibility of areas of higher mineral
conterrt due to local environmental conditions should
not, however, be excluded. Nero �965! indicates the
inclusion of 1 to 2 percent Mn nodule grains in some

areas, and Cronan and Tooms �967! have calculated
that buried nodules in the upper 2 m of sediment are
approximately equal in number to those found at the
sediment surface.

Diatom ooze, composed of the frustules of
planktonic plants, covers about 21 million km2 in
the higher latitudes of the Pacific, Indian and
Atlantic Oceans.

The deposits average close to 4,000 m  Nero,
1965! in thickness and contain in excess of 90
percent Si02. Nero �965! has estimated about 1013 T
of siliceous oozes on the ocean floor, assuming a
bed thickness of 200 m. Allowing 1 percent mineable
area would give potential resources of 101 1 T Si02.

Radiolarian oozes, consisting mostly of
skeletal remains of radiolaria, are distributed
widely in the Pacific and Indian oceans over some 7
million km2 and may contain between 50 and 60 percent
Si02, but, because of the lower grade, no resource
estimates are made for these materials.

Calcareous oozes cover 128 million km2 of the
ocean floor according to Sverdrup et al. �942!.
Revelle et al. �955! estimates an average thickness
of 400 m which would mean a total of 101rr T of oozes
in all oceans  Mero, 1965!.

Allowing 1 percent mineable at 90 percent CaCO3
would give a potential resource of 1014 T CaCO3.

Political Restraints

Quite apart from the legal aspects, the politi-
cal environment involves paramount issues of morals
and human rights. It is the environment in which
laws are formulated after the status uo has been
disturbed. The path through the po itica environ-
ment is a delicate one requiring diplomacy and tact,
and the quantification of its interactions is
extremely subjective because the mood of the people
makes the rules, and some people claim the sea as
home.

Social Restraints

The social environment is more real to the
individual than the political one. It is his personal
environment, Disturbances are not always welcome�
unless they bring great benefits, The basic consid-
eration in the social environment is conflict of
interest, promulgated in the multiple-use-of-the-sea
concept. Like all psycho-human affairs, the ranking
of multiple uses is highly subjective and will
ultimately depend on assessment of the greatest
benefit for the greatest number,

Much has been written lately on these matters
of human ecology �01!, and man's concern with his
OWn enVirOnment iS a matter Of great impaCt. Tt is
eSSentially One Of SurViVal. Ferromanganeee nOduleS
will figure largely in this scheme.

L~1R t* t

In many areas where social need has developed
rapidly, and this applies particularly to deepsea
minerals, national and international l.aw has lagged
behind. Thus, there is a need for creative revision
of the laws to encourage development and result in
social benefit. It is now widely recognized that
mineral resources are not inexhaustible, that ex-
ploitation cannot be properly effective without
our regard to resource conservation, and that
conflicting requirements for use of the mineralized
areas by others must be duly considered.

Technical Restraints

The technical environment which interfaces with
technical operations can be regarded as largely one-
sided. Its major impact on technology is in the form
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TABLE 1 5
ESTIMATED WORLD RESOURGES OF ZLEMEMTS FROM UNCONSOLIDATED ABYSSAL DEPOSITS
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TABLE 1 6
ELEHENTAL ANALYSES OF VARIOUS CONSTITUENTS IN RED CLAY  AFTER HERO, 1965!

RATID
WORLO3 AMOUt T [H RATE OF

RATE OF RED CLAY ACCUMULATIOH
COHSUMPTIOH AHHUAL RATE GF
 MILL. T/VR! COHSUMPTIOH COHSUMPTIOH

 X 106!

AMOUHT
RATIO

RE5ERYES IH REO CLAY
MI L T! WORLD RESERVES

 I 103!

RATE OF
ACCUMULATIOH

RED CLAY IH RFD
 TRILL, T!  MILL T7YR!

ABUHDAHCE IH
RED CLAYELEI4EHT

9.2
1. 25
0,73
0.045
6.5
0.016
0.032
0.074
0.018
0.015
0.0045

1. Based on an oceanic tonnage of red clay of 10 tons and a rate of accumulation of 5-10 tons per year. All quantities
express in metric tons.

2. After Goldberg and Arrhenius �958!.

3. From Enc lo edia Britannica Book of the Veer �963!.

4, Atter McIlherlny and Balland �963!.

5. Ho dtat available with which to calculate statistic .

6. Primary iron.

TABLE 17
ABUNDANCE OF ELEMENTS IN RED CLAYS

 AFTER HERO, 1965! AND CONCENTRATION
FACTOR OVER ABUNDANCES IN LITHOSPHERE

the influence of the sea on a mining system are rlis-
cussed. Materials and processes are affected by
motion, corrosion and biological processes. Other
factors such as pressure and temperature are anciI-
lary and are not considered here. For the mining
engineer, the nature of some of the problems may bc
given perspective by the following excerpt from
Kanjana-vanit describing the corrosion problems of
an offshore dredge in Thailand.

ABUN DANCES ABUNDANCE IN CONCENTRATION
ELEMENT IN RED CLAY I ZTHOSPHERE FACTOR �!

wT . 9 �! wT. a �!

"Due to the salt water and salt atmosphere in
which sea mining dredges operate, corrosion is a far
more serious problem than on dredges operating in
non-salt water, This corrosive attack takes the
obvious farm of rusting as well as pitting af under-
water surfaces and erosion of pump casings and
impellers which occurs as a result. of electrolytic
action.

In Hero, a ter Ga erg a Arr en us,
�! After Barth, 1962.
�! Ratio Red Clay/Lithosphere

"Rusting of exposed metal surface is combatted
by the time-honoured method of chipping away the
rust before painting. Although this is slow, expen-
sive and far from satisfactory, there does not
appear to be any alternative at this time. Rustless
or rust-resisting steels are prohibitively expensive,
although galvanized hull plating has been used on one
dredge operating off the coast of Thailand. This
dredge pontoon has been afloat for about 3 years,
and no deterioration of the hull has taken place in
this time.

of disturbances to the system due to materials
failure primarily affected by motion, pressure, cor-
rosion and biological fouling.

The impact on the environment is relatively
small. The operation will not affect the motion of
the sea, the pressure of the depths, the means of
corrosion or the fouling capabilities of the biota
to any great extent � although there raay be some
very minor local effects which must be considered,
due to large operations, which might involve mixing
of water masses or introduction of solvents.

"We are all familiar with the paint manufac-
turer's direction on the side of the can that
'surface should be clean and dry, etc. ' Unfortun-
ately, the dry condition is found all too seldom on
dredges operating in the sea, so that too frequently
paint is applied over metal surfaces which are not
only damp but also salty. This occurs particularly
around the treatment plant where the open flow of
sea water over the jigs produces an atmosphere ofIn this section some of the problems caused by
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and cost

Fabricability, pro-
curability

Resistance to frac-
ture and corrosion

Galvanic Effects

The Effects of Motion

Biological Fouling
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salt mist. Rust will show through paint applied in
these conditions within a week, no matter how effec-
tive the paint may be when applied under ideal condi-
tions ~

"One major SOurCe Of Salt miet ia the SCreen
used to break up and waah the spOi 1 from the dredge
' uc;ets ar dredging pump. These screens utilize high
=ressure wa er ]e s and part af the ~ster is atosdzed
inta the aonspnere. On two Thai sea dredges, this
has been largely overcome by totally enclosing the
screen and employing extraction fans to remove the
corrosive mist to the outside of the dredges through
trunking. The steel trunking, not surprisingly, has
a short life.

"Electrical equipment is damaged by the damp
and salty atmosphere, so as much as possible is
located away from the treatment plant in a dry posi-
tion. One dredge has the generating switchboard in
one air-conditi.oned compartment and all motor
switches in a second compartment, also air-condi-
tioned. At each motor throughout the dredge, a start-
stop switch only is provided to actuate the remotely
positioned starter.

"The arrangement greatly eases the electrical
maintenance problem. Motors and switches which are of
necessity located in damp places are totally enclosed,
and motors or alternators which are not. in use for
more than a few hours are heated by external heaters
ta keep the insulation dry.

"Electrolytic corrosion of the hull plating is
retarded by fastening sacrificial zinc anodes to
various points on the under-water plating. This is
fairIy effective, but the anodes require renewing at
intervals of from 1 to 2 years and the location of
some of the anodes make them difficult to change
underwater. Abave the waterline the plating is
protected as far as possible by painting, but sea
conditions often prevent work on this area for mOnths
at a time.

"Pump impe!lers and casings can be severely
damaged by electrolytic action. In bronze impellers
With a srgnifiCant ZinC COntent, eleCtrOlytic, or
ga!.vanic, action is set up between the copper and
zinc particles in the metal when immersed in sea
water with the result that the zinc is eaten away.
This causes a rough, pitted surface to develop on the
impeller. Water scour of the rough-surfaced, revolving
impeller causes ezosion which accelerates the deteri-
orat.ion. In cast iron pump casings, graphitization of
the metal may take place. As with the hull plating,
sacrificial anodes are employed to minimize corrosion.
These are usually fitted into some convenient places
in the suction space of the pump and are commonly of
zinc, but in all gunmetal pumps, mild steel anodes
may be used. Coating the interior surfaces of cast
iron pump casings with an epoxy resin compound, which
is already used to extend the life of worn casings on
some non-salt water dredges, may provide a useful
measure of protection in seawater pumps.

"Although most corroded major parts of an off-
shore dredge may be renewed without much difficulty,
the hull or pontoons cannot be easily replaced without
dry dock facilities. Decision ta retire an offshore
dredge may be based mainly on the condition of the
hull. It is possible that mare consideration will be
given to the possibility of using a reinforced-con-
crete hull in an offshore dredge which does not
require high speed movement like a sca-going ship."

Motion has a deteriorating effect on structures
due ta fatigue, but this is a problem common to no»-
marine engineering and can be dealt with by reference
to pertinent literature elsewhere. The effect of
motion on mining or metallurgical processes is a
problem peculiar to the marine enviz'onment. rrowever,
up to this t.ime, few data have been recorded, and

each operation must be designed on a trial arid ei «-»
basis.

Corrosion and Cathodic Protection

Exposure to the marine environment may produ<:<
several farms af corrosion response, of whirl< <><i 1y
few can be quantified in a meaningful way. k> si<i-
tance to fracturing and corrosio» repr< «<.«t r 1>< I w >
grOupS Of deaign parameters for whlcri stan<!<<i <I
methods of evaluation over the whole range af. con-
struction materials are not available  Table 18!.

TABLE 18
MATERIALS SELECTIOH PARAMETERS  BRO NN, 1968!

Easily quantifiable by standard
methods; data readily applied.

Not so easily quantifiable, bu
can be evaluated readily in a
manner meaningful to the designer,

Readily quantifiable in some
cases but, in many instances,
both quantifying the parameter
and interpreting the resultant
data relative to design are pro-
blems at the leading edge of tech-
nolo

The reeiatance of materialS ta COrrosion iS
greatly affected by composition. Corrosion of metals
is considered to occur by an electro-chemical mech-
anism, at which oxidation  or corrosion! may occur
at sites which may be far-removed from a corres-
ponding reduction reaction. Corrosion may take the
form of pitting, crevice corrosion, dezincifica<ion
or selective corrosion and stress corrosion of a
galvanic anode.

In any galvanic couple, the corrosion of one
metal is accelerated and the corrosion of the other
is reduced. This can lead to troub1e if the effect
is not anticipated and provided for or can be bene-
ficial if designed to provide built-in protection
where survival with minimum corrosion is a critical
requirement � as, for example, the seating surfaces
of a valve.

The arrangement of metals in a galvanic series
for seawater in Table 19 indicates which af. the
metals  the higher ones in the list! in a galvanic
couple will suffer accelerated corrosion and which
will have its corrosion reduced. The magnitude af
the effects will be determined by several factors,
including, most importantly, the relative immersed
areas of the dissimilar metals, their polarization
characteristics and the overall resistance cf the
electrical circuit, including the metallic path, thc
water and any films or deposits on the metal sur-
faces. The maximum accelerating effect occurs when
the area of the mare noble metal is relatively large
as compared with that af the less noble metal; such
combinations are most dangerous and must be avoided.

Large, complex or critical structures, particu-
larly those not made of structural steel, require
the services of specialists for the design of a
corrosion control system.

Protective coatings are »ar«>ally appliec  ta
exposed surfaces. There are many types available,
and the reader is again referred to the literature,

About 2,000 species of animals and plants have
been reported as fouling organisms. Table 20 indi-
cates how fouling affects some submerged ob!ects,



TABLE 19
GALVANIC SERIES OF NETALS IN FLOWING SEAWATER

 La Que, 196 !!
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TABIE 20
HOW FOULING AFFECTS SUBABERGED OBJECTS  ggURAOKA» 1968!

~G*l* ' l R~t

LIECT EFFECT

Fouling reduces a ship's speed and Increases fuel
cons»aaptfon. Increases frequency of dry-docking
periods.

hip hulls

Fou'Ifng reduces sensftivity and Saurld tranamiaafOn,
and decreases effectiveness of sound gear by fn-
creasing cavitatian anise, Seasurement of beam
pattern and receiving response of fouled under-
water transducers shou reduction of azial sensiti-
vity ra~ging frma 0 to 10 db ln frequency 'Intervals
of one to 20 knz.

Underwater sound
aqu foment

Fouling an pipe su»faces reduces pipe diameter and
mater flow. Batached Organiami  musial Shells!
block meter flaw at valves and 4 1 constricted
places in pipes.

5alt water pipe
system In vessels,
industri ~ I peer
plants, and da-
salting plants
laetailit surfaces Pitting occurs under shells af dead barnacles,

created by oxygen concentration ce'lls. Conditions
favorable to corrosion are produced by metabolic
products--particularly acids and sulfides. Sulfate-
reducing bacteria prouote anaerobic corrosion.

Protective
4 on t'I hgs

Fouling dmaages coating fn several ways: when a
barnacle shell adhering to the coating fs toro
loose for any reason, the underlying paint c»mas
aff with it; paint film I 4 weakened at the site of
attachnent due to metabolic products; the sharp
edges of barnacle shells cut inta the canting as
the animals grow . eventual'Iy exposing the anderly-
Ing surface. Faints are also destroyed by seawater
bacteria that attack constftuents such as rosin,
paraffin, ~ lky»l, phenolic resfn, and linseed oil,

Pl»lat'IC gina» and
surfaces

gfnd»nm of undenvatar structures and camera lenses
become blocked and require frequent cleaning.
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Anodft or least noble
vui«asium ~ «4 'Kagneaf»m a 1 'Ioys
'875 aimvfmn» anOda alloy
Tire
II606 ai»mfa' erode pliny
Galva«ited steel or galvanized

wrought iron
Aluminum f022  c'Iaddlng alloy!
Aluminum gagd
Aluminum 5086
Aluminmv 503.2
41 uvinum 3003, 11 X, 6061, 366
Cadmium
41uminma 2111 rivet allay
1»i ld steal
wrought 'Iron
Cast iron
131 Chramfta« steel type 410

 active'I
171 Chrcmftaa steel type 430

 artive!
18-8 st»Infest steel type 304

 actlvel
18-12-3 dtalnlass steel type 316

 active!
RI-resist
I.sad
T'I n
i»ants lfata1
Ra«ganesa bronze

Naval brass �06 rapper 363 Zinc
lt tin!

Tallow brass �58 copper 358 zinc!
Copper
Sflfcon bronze
Red brass  866 capper 186 z.inc!
Aluminum brass
Canmosftlon G bronze
Composition H bronze
admiralty brass
806 Copper 108 ntckel
704 Copper 306 nickel
itfcke!
Inconel �86 nl».ke

iua 6 iron!
nickel-aluminma bro
sflvar
Tf tvnlun
18.8 Stainless stee

 pass' ve!
»Iastel loy allOy C
Homal n'ckel-cappe
Type 316 Statniesa

 pass ve!
Graphfta
platlnurl

and, again, the reader is referred ta the literature
far more specific details.

Exploration in the practical context must. b»
defined as the process of determination of the bene-
fit cast ratio of any particular mining operation.
lt includes, therefore, not only the prospecting ef-
fort, which substantiates the presence of lnineral
Values, but, alSO, the depaait CharacterizatiOn and
environmental monitoring which will permit quanti1i-
fication of the benefits and the costs in real terlnS.
The benefits are obviously the utilization of the
resource and all the externalities associated with
having the resource. The cost is what it takes to
provide the benefits in terms of money, technology
and effects. Thus, exploration is a measui'ing process
carried out for the purpose of making sound decisions
on future exploitative processes. Two questions,
therefore, must be asked:  'I! what must be measured?
and �! How are these measurements made?

h any data are required ta characterize a sea-
flOOr inineral depOsit. Ferromanganese deposits are
wiclely distributed throughout the world ocean, and
it is evident that they exhibit wide variations in
tenor and in environmental setting, even aver modr r-
ately short distances. Thus, the characterization of
deposits is dependent on a thorough knowledge of the
geological, geotechnical, oceanographic, meteor-
ological and ecological parameters, and the measure-
ment. af each of these is an essential part of any
nodule exploration program.

In our survey of the literature, of unpublished
reports and of our own files, we have established
that there are, at preaent, inauf f ECZent data ta
characteriZe the potential nOdule mining sites. Ex-
pansion of the present data base is, therefore, of
paramount importance, and it must be done prior to
COmmencing even pilOt mining operatiOnS.

The more basic data requirement is that of the
deposit and its seafloor environment. It is necessary
to understand the topographic features of the deposit
in bath large and sma11 scale in order to evaluate
methOdS and deVelOp COStS far eXplOitatiOn. The value
Of the Ore iS determined fram its CampOSitian whiCh
may vary in relation to the geochemistry of the
underlying seafloor and the super!scent ~aters. Costs
of processing will also be dependent on the texture
and lnineralogy of the ore and gangue materials, and
leads for further prospecting wi11 na doubt be en-
gendezed by an understanding of the are-forming
process. Sampling is an integral requirement of the
geOlogical data base though many improvements in
remote sensing are obviating some of this need.

ThrOugh the uSe Of bottom phatOgraphy, cock
sainpling  if exposures are present! and both grab
samplers and coze samplers, the geological-sedi-
lnentological regime at the potential site should be
saznpled and described. In regard to the sedimentary
matrix which is, in fact, the principal gangue of the
exploitable nodules, the mining operator needs ta
know both the physical as well as the chemical char-
acteristics of the sediment. To acquire such data
requires that either actual samples be taken or that
some in situ sensing system be employed which, once
calibrated, will provide the much-needed physical
and chemical inforzaation. Just. to solve this problem
alone requires a new research and development effort
in deepsea sensing and instrumentation.

Although empirical relationships are known ta
exist between certain engz.neering or geoteChnical
properties of bottom sediments and such sedimen-



tolagical parameters as grain size, specific surface
area, sorting and even gross mineral content, there
is a need ta collect physical samples of both the
sediment and the nodules.

Geo tea hn i ca I Re ui re ments

The marine mining environment consists basically
of rhe air-sea interface, the water zone, the sea-
floor and the subbottom. Characterization of this en-
vironment and an understanding of its interaction
with the various mining systems is not yet fully
understood, but such is one of the key requirements
in developing successful marine mining technology.
Depending an the type of deposit  dissolved, uncon-
solidated ar consolidated! and its geographic loca-
tion, each deposit vill have a different environ-
mental setting that must be described in order to
define the specific interactions between the environ-
ment and the mining system. These are listed in
Table 21,

TABLE 2 1
PARAMETERS TO BE NEASURED FOR CONPLETE CHARACTERIZA-
TION OF A NARINE NINERAL DEPOSIT  AFTER CORP,  970!

'l. Charts, Large Scale

a. Bathymstrfc
b, Topographic of surrounding land
c. Botttzx csndftfons

2. Index end Engineering Properties af Bottom

a. Grain-sfre dfstrfbutfon
b. In-place density
c. Hater content or vofd ratio
d, Specific gravity--bulk and fndfvfduat constituents
e. Atterberg Ifmfts
f. Shear strength and sensitivity
9. Compressfbflfty
h. Permsabflfty

Yelocity and attenuatfon

3. Mineralogical and Geological parameters

a. Lithology
b. Mineralogy
c. Radfometrfc properties

4. Geophysics! Parameters

a. Subbattom profiles
b. Magnetometer/gradfometar proffles
c. Sefsmfc prsfi 1ez

5. Environmental Parameters � Seasonal and Burfng Test Perfods
a. 'Hf ad speed and df rectfon
b. Have hefght, period and direction
c. Current speed and direction
d. Tfdes
e, Hater turbfdfty

Heter temperature
g. Ecology

There are compilations of oceanographic data on
the air-sea interface and an the sea that can be
used ta provide environmental information for a
potential mining operation in almost any Pacific
area. However, published data an the engineering
properties af the seafloor and its subbottom are not
plentiful. Although extensive engineering properties
investigations af offshore sediments have been con-
ductedd, the geographic areas covered by these studies

do not include zones of potential nodule mining.

Currently, industrial emphasis has been placed
on the development of geotechnical techniques for
the delineation and exploitation of marine placer
deposits. Similar development of techniques must
eventually be made for materials associated with
non-placer-type deposits, particularly manganese
nodules.

Zn evaluating the economic feasibility of a
commercial offshore placer operation � our basis for
dredging investigations up to now � there are two
main factors to be considered: �! the value of
mineralization available for extraction and �! the
cost of delineation and mining. The latter factor
represents a major unknown which can only be answered
by extensive analysis of the mining system campanents
and their interaction with the environment. Success-
ful marine mining systems wi.ll be possible only by
achieving better operational control and a better
understanding of the engineering properties of the
deposit material being mined. Thus, characteri zatian
is basic to successful mining systems design.

The most important parameters affecting dredge
performance and the most difficult ta measure at'e
those describing the material to be dredged. The
usual method of determining dredging progress is ta
conduct hydrographic surveys before, during and after
dredging and compute the volume of material removed.
For control purposes during the actual. dredging
operation, continuous monitoring is required in order
ta evaluate the dredging equipment and the operating
procedures and to ensure optimum productivity. This
information can best be obtained by the use of per-
formance monitoring instruments. The U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers has made notable progress in up-grading
dredge performance by utilizing production measure-
ments and contra!s during hopper dredging operations.
Nauriella and Dennis �968! point out the relation-
ship between the characteristics of subbattam mate-
rials and dredging capability. Iwata �970! describes
laboratary tests for grab dredging ta relat.e ground
characteristics ta dredge performance. Van Baarde-
wi]k �968! discusses in some detail the interactian
between dredge and soil and presents a basic classi-
ficat.ion system established by the International
ASSOCiatiOn af Dredging COntx'actors for identifying
different soil types and the engineering measure-
ments required for determining their dredgability.
Even though the importance of the dredging para-
meters is recognized, their effects on system per-
formance have nat been closely studied, and much
remains to be done in order to assess their full
influence. FOt eXample, the frictional or strength
properties of a soil are signi ficantly affected by
the rate of loading. Therefore, optimization in the
speed of a dredge cutcer could improve its per-
formance. Water depth and the influence af pore
pressure on the engineering behavior af the sub-
battam must also be considered. There is insufficient
knawledge at present ta justify extrapolation of
shallow water classification data to deeper water
depths.

although the foregoing discussion stresses the
importance af subbattom characteristics in assessing
dredge performance, these characteristics are equally
important in evaluating other subsystem components,
Great improvements could be made if the effect af
soil parameters on penetration rate, care recovery
and sample reliability were better understood. Tech-
niques are being utilized ta determine true in-place
density in conjunction wi th routine deposit delinea-
tion. This can be accomplished by controlled caring
using very thin-walled tubes for short penetratians,
by in situ penetration measurements based an a pre-
established penetration-density index ar by indirect
means such as acoustic or nuclear-density measure-
ments.

The deSign and performance cf other subsystems
are also affected by the deposit characteristics.
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Transportation, beneficiation and waste diSpOSal
techniques require adequate information concerning
t.he grain size and sedimentation characteristics of
the excavated material as well as its consistency and
plasticity grading in the disturbed state.

PrOblemS with bcttom slope stabil'ty will alSo
need solutions in order to prevent contamination of
tne mining areas or burial of bottom-supported equip-
ment as a result of slope failure The use of equip-
ment on the bottom will require knowledge of the sea-
floor-bearing capacity. Solution of these problems
requires knowledge of sediment shear strength and
compressibility, Sonic velocity characteristics of
the deposit material are needed for the interpreta-
tion of subbottom profiles.

At present there is no way of knowing which
i ndex or enqi neer ing parameters will correlate with
sys tern performance and will have the controlling
effect on system design. ZC is necessary, therefore,
that a preliminary characterization of marine de-
posits incorporate as many index and engineering
parameters as possible. A Sample of the current data
sheet used at MMTC for marine placer classification
is shown on Figure 12. The terms under the genera1.
description section have been proposed by Arthur
Casagrande at Harvard and give an extremely indica-
tive insight into engineering behavior. Similar in-
ves Cigations have recently been initiated by the
Underwater Minerals program aC the University of
Wisconsin, and their early review of data suggests
Chat such measurements are basic to designing the
mining systems for deepsea nodules as well as for
onshore placer deposits.

Oceanographic Requirements

Measurement of physical and chemical oceano-
qrapnic variables is a necessary adjunct of deepsea
mineral exploration for a number af reasons. The
mineral content of the deposits may he influenced by
the nature of the water interface; operations will
bc strongly influenced by the dynamics of the water
ma' s, and the biomass is "water depe~dent" in a
variety of ecological niches, any of which could be
affected by disturbance caused by mineral exploita-
tion.

The state-of-the-avt for many of these measure-
ments, particularly on a widely dispersed, synoptic
basis, is not. sufficiently advanced for mining use.
Ther~ are, for example, few reliable meaSurementS Of
bottom Currents in the deep Ocean. MOSt estimations
have been made from the configuration of sediment
ripples or the amount of sediment coating on jutting
rocks or nodules as observed in photographs or from
theoretical considerations. Cyclical or seasonal
measurements are virtually nonexistent.

The art of measuring sea state is a little more
advanced, but prediction is not yet fully reliable.
The geochemistry of ocean waters and the identifica-
tion and measureme~t of particulates is again in a
primitive technological stat;e with reqard to the
deepsea. Proqraras such as the Geachemical. Ocean Sec-
Cians Study  GEOSECS! Of the IDOE Will dO muoh ta
improve capabilities in this regard, but the very
vastness of the deepseas will make siqnificant
coverage a formidable task.

Our review of the available information leads
us ta suggest that the measurement of oceanographic
variables should be by automatic, self-recording
in-situ sensinq systetss.

Mt.oslo'1R'* 1

Most data on weather and climate are required
in order to evaluate available working time in areas
adversely affected by weather conditions and also to
reduce the risk of loss of life and property. The
weather is mostly a surface phenomenon, and, because

of it,"> very substantial impingement on operations at
sea, good meteorological data such as outlined ear-
lier are of pai'amount. importance. All this could be
obviated in the deepsea, however, by placing cite
operations ie a submerged mode and making use of the
predictable "climate" of the seafloor environment.
Thus, prior Co iniating a major meteorological pro-
gram, some erious study should be given to the
possibility of placinq parts of any nodule mining
system on the deepseafloor or, at least, to sub-
merqittg parts of the system beneath the surface of
the sec .

Scological Requirements

The collect an af data an the lift on the deep-
sea and the understanding of environmental change 's

complex and formidable task. The basic requirement
foi evaluating the influence of a mining is a knowl-
edge of existing knife in the water and on the sea-
floor, The food chain ycle has to be determined
from the surface layers of primary photosynthetic.
production ta the detritus dependent creatures in
and on the bott:om. Natural changes must be recorded
and the ef 1 e. Cs af artificial change predicted and
superimpaseci. Ths eaaloqit el data base is virtual 1 y
unknown in the deepsea and new techniques will haze
to be developet1 in order Co obtain the necessary
dat tt ~

1n the exploitation of ferromanganese nodules,
three major ypss of disturbance can be anticipated,
accar<iing to Che present state-of-the-art. Hydraulic
systems wi11 brinq up cold water and seafloor sedi-
ment From the depths and disperse them over the sur-
face waters, Meehan.i.cal systems will disperse a
sediment plume fram the bottom Lo an indeterminate
height, and both systems will ca~se overturning af
sediments in place, Xn the exploration phase, then,
measurements will have Co be made c f baseline con-
ditions and populations. Disturbances will need ta
be mo~itored, -nd post-mining monitoring will have
to be maintained for about a year, With the current
lack of operations ta allow for post-operational
monitOring,,it. may be pOSsible CO aCquire SOme u'ef«l
data from the examination of previous exploration
areas. This wo«ld require a careful search to locate
previous sites of experimental nodule mi.ning.

Operational Prerequisit .s

For all mitt ing activities at sea, whether ex-
ploration or exploitation, there are certain basic
operational prerequisites, These include a knowledge
af the weather, a platform fram which to carry out
the mission, a source of power and a knowledge of
precise locai ian. Last3y, the ability to maintain
posit.ion at any desired location is mandatory .or
the accomplishment of mOSt actiVities iequi.ing con-
tact with the seafloor, The state-of-the-art for
each af these functions varies � in some cases,
being well advanced as in navigatian and, in some
cases, being in a more primitive state as in envi-
ronmental forecasting. What sets these functions
apart. is that their technological development will
not be dependent on the viability af mineral re-
source exploitation, and the costs of innovation will
nat be a chai.ge against the minerals resources base.

Environmental Predict.iona +after Sacr and
C t l ~19 3

The best long-range estimates of future envi-
ronmental conditions are provided by statistical
summaries of past occurrences. Such information is
commonly presented in atlas form  Figure 13!, The
contours define the absolute magnitude of the vari-
ous mean surface wind velocities at different times
ot the year. Table 22 lists the number of available
references which provide similar information for
other characteristics and parameters, and a more
comprehensive summary of atlases has been published
by Rigby �968!.
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Marine Minerals Technolo Center

Mfneralo ical and Chemical Information
amp e Ho. . Container of

Date taken . Person

Condf~ton o7 sample
Method of sampling
Other

rgan c carbon content
Soluble salts
Carbonate content

Other Information:

r 9 h

Genera'I descri tion: fill in or circle applicable terms.
Color . Odor
Grain s ze--very coarse, coarse, me .-coarse, med.-fine, fine, very fine,
Fine grains visible   less than 0.05 nm!? -- yes or no
Dust sizes present? -- yes or no
Gradation -- very uniform, uniform, poorly graded, fairly well graded, well-graded,

very well graded.
Compactness  cohesionless materials! -- very loose, loose, med. dense, dense firm!,

very dense  well compacted!.
Consistency in undisturbed state -- soft, spongy, brittle, friable, elastic,

sticky, stiff, hard,
Consistency in remolded state -- sticky, soft, medium st>ff, stiff, ard.
Plasticity grading -- nonplastic, trace of plasticity, med. plastic, highly plastic.
Consistency near plastic limit -- weak, soft, low toughness, medfun toughness,

high toughness,
Fingernail rub test -- dull, shiny, very shiny
Dry strength -- none, very slight, slight-medfe, high, very high
Reaction to shaking test -- none, slight, good, very good
Other--

ea Ir cent woo afaag
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~ Cd
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X
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Grain size, em.
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pe g y --  water at 1 gm/cc!
apparent  natural state!
absolute  ground to -200 m~hm

Dry density�
natural remol ded
Proctor max.. Optl~mIm mo st.
Proctor min.
rel atlre den~sty

Grain size data�
effective sfze
coefflclent OFuunarm ty
other

Figure 12. Olarisle placer claeeificatinn data, Part 1

Mater content . Vofd ~atio
Degree of sat~orat on
Penetronmter reading:- Po!et

Proctor , Needle sfze
Torvane

Atterberg MmTts -- Liquid limit
Plastic limit . Sticky lim
Plastfcity flex
Symbol designation on Unified

Classification System



En ineerin Pro er ties

Compressive strength undisturbed
Water content, w =

Compressive strength remolded
Water content, w

Sensitivity Loading rate
Moduli of deformation, Mo pM5o=
Remarks

Vane S ear Test:
Shear st.rength
Remarks

Loading rate

Direct Shear Test:
Peak angle of internal friction,
Shear displacement at peak
Normal displacement at peak
Ultimate ang'le of intermal friction,

Shear displacement at ultimate
Normal displacement at ultimate
Remarks

Sonic Ve locit Test:

Triaxial Test:
Type of test
Run N~ber

Water content at start, wo
Water content at end, wf
Initial dry unit wt.,
Initial void ratio, eo
Initial degree of saturation, Gw
Confining pressure,a c
Time of loading
Rate of strain

Max. compressive s trength,  <1-F3!
Max. PrinciPal stress ratio,  WlfP3fm
Modu1 i of deformation, M

0
Mgp

Max. neutral stress~  u-uo!mo max
Cohesion intercept, c
Angle of failure plane,CX f
Angle of internal friction,
Other information

Sample cond i t i on
o 2 No No No No. Avera e

Remarks

Other Information:

Figure la  cont'd!. Marine placer classificatiOn data, part 2
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Unconfined Com ression Test: Consolidation Test:

Coefficient of compressibi'lity,
a�=

Coef f i cient of consol i da t ion,
C�

Compression index, Cc =
Coeff . of Permeability, k =
Time for 100/ primary COnSolidatiOn,

tlqP
Preconsolsdation pressure,p~ p
Remarks

Permeabi 1 i t Test:

Type of test
Coefficient of permeability, k=
Remar ks
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Fi gute 13. Mean surface wind speeds
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WindTABLE 22

I

PAFAMETE R
i

DATA PRESEHTFD

Barometric
, 'Pressure

Mean Isabars

Frequency Distiibuti

invisibility Percentage Time Visi
ity Below Specified
values Atmospheric Temperature

Winds Wind Roses � Percen
Frequency Gales, et
Wind Components Onl

Frequency Distributi
MeanS Only

Temperatures
 Air!

water T~em erature
Isotherms of Sea � Air
Temperature Differen

' Temperatures
 Water!

L,imits of Ice ExtenI ce

Long Period
Waves  Tides!

Entire Pub. on Tide
and Currents ICe

Entire Pub. on Sea
Swe l I

Wind Waves

aps Depicting Prev.
ng Current Directia
nd Mean Speed Range

Larae Scale
Currents

Currents

Lang Period Waves

Wi nd Waves

Observing Techniques

Barometric Pressure

Platforms
Visibility
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CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA GENERALLy AVAILABLE IN REFERENCE
FOPM PEGARDING WEATHER PREDICTION  AFTER BAER
CRUTCHER, f973  IN PRESS!!

Climatological atlases can provide a general
insight inta the gross conditions expected in the
area but do not provide detailed enough information
for solution of specific design or planning problems
for specific locat.ions. Such information usually
ri:quires u detailed analysis of original observa-
tional data, theoretical computations and interpre-
tations,

When the duration of local observations is not
adequate, theoretical diagnostic procedures similar
to those used in short-range farecasting may be
applied in a procedure termed "hiiidcasting." The
accuracy of hindcasting can be improved significantly
when actual local observations are available for a
duplicate time period. These become even more impor-
tant when share-term forecasting is planned or when
high accuracy is needed. Therefore, an observation
program should be established prior to any opera-
tions, The program may vary sommew mat according to
the information needed but should generally include

six hour minimum frequency of observation.

Following are brief descriptions of observing
techniques which are commonly used.

Normally, this variable is recorded continu-
ously on ii microbaragraph which is calibrated
periodically against a mercurial or precision aner-
oid barorseter. These data are needed in conjunction
with other simultaneous pressure data to predict
surface wind conditions.

Ordinarily visually observed and manually
recorded though some locations may be instrumented
adequately. Importance is the regular occurrence of
haze or fog.

Either continuous recordings should be siude <ir
both mean and instantaneous gust values record»d.
Means should be averaged over at least 15 minu is,
The vertical profile of wind veloci ty varies sigiii-
ficnntly with altitude sa that the same »Levation
must be maintained. There would be an advantail» in
multiple elevations which would be optimally s ace!!
at approximately double the elevation of the on»
below, Great care must be used to locat.e the sensor:
where they are exposed to an unobstructed wind,
remembering that. new shore condr'tions are differeni
from opeii ocean conditions.

iNany types af inst.ruments are available to
re< ord temperature. Special attention must be given
ta achieve adequate aeration of the sensor while
protecting it. from spray and direct or reflected
sunlight,

The instrument should have a time constant of
nt least 10 minutes and accuracy of 0.1 C Sharp
gradients occurring in the vertical may he helpful
in determining water currents.

In those high lati tudes whore ice is common, its
thickness and coverage should be recorded, Photo-
graphs taken by aircraft should be of great !.elp in
describina such conditions.

Current.s are difficult ta record directly
because of poor instrumental reliability. They vary
with tides, waves, winds and depth and location. New
current meters are needed,

Tides are the best-known, Lang � period waves.
They may be recorded by bottom-mounted pressure
sensors. Loca! resonant ascillations called "seiches"
can occur in bays. Trapped "edge waves" can move
along shorelines. Hurricanes and other storms cause
large "storm surges" near shore.

These are hest recorded by staff, bottom-
maunted pressure gage or free floating accel. rameter.
Hone of these methods is reliable for lang-term
opera Cioii. In shallow water, waves vary significantly
with location because they a.re affected by bottom
taoography. Waves are best described by spectral
statistics but can be summarized by "significant
height" which is four times the square root of the
variance of the record. Individual wave heights are
approximately Rayleigh distributed  Longnet-Higgins,
1952! whicn can be used to estimate extreme indivi-
dual waves from the significant height that most.
atlases present Hevertheless, much of the current
wave research is not directed toward salving ocean
mining operational problems. Accordingly, we
recommend that new research promulgated in response
to the mining needs be directed towards specific
problems such as waves attenuated by wave traps
around mining barger, waves against ore carriers
and, certainly, better wave prediction systems.

A platform  ship, barge, etc.! is the funda-
mental requirement of any operation at sea. There
are three basic functions of platfarms used in
marine exploration and exploitation: �! the sup-
port of equipment for observation and measurement,
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�! the support of tools and equipment for working
with seafloor materials and �! the transportation of
people and materials  Table 23! . PlatforsUR may be air
airborne, floating or in contact with the bottom;
they may be self-propelled or stationary, or they may
be manned or unmanned. Floating platforms size ranges
from massive bulk carrier units weighing upwards of
300,000 T to an individual diver weighing a few tens
of pounds. Hany of them, such as the hovercraft,
perform across the interface and xlay thus be used in
several modes.

TABLE 23
CLASSIFICATION OF PLATFORM TYPES IN USE AT

PRESENT �970! ACCORDING TO FUNCTION

The use Of airbOrne vehioleS iS COFRmOn far Sup-
port of marine mining operations. These may include
fixed wing aircraft  Webb, 1965! and helicopters
 Jenkins, 1973!, hovercraft for exploration and
survey  Eggington and George, 1970! and satellites
for survey, navigation and environmental monitoring.

rge variety of floating platforms is avail-
all functions at sea. They include survey
drill ships, dredges, transports, semisub-
platforms and submarines of various
tian and purpose. Where conditions are

ice cover tsay be used as a base for working
969!.

The use of manned deepsea submersible vehicles
is becoming more widely accepted as depth and payload
capabilities increase, but the state-of-the-art iS
still not sufficiently advanced for their use as an
economic exploration tool. Towed, unmanned platforms
are an intregal part of any deepsea exploration
program for manganese nodule deposits, and they
carry such instruments at T.V., stereo cameras,
bottom samplers and acoustic probes. However, they
lack the capability of high speed towing and, for
the most part, are in a somewhat primitive stage of
deve1opment. Unmanned and untethered submersibles
controlled by acoustic telemetry are also in the
deveIopment stage but, as yet, unperfected.

In regard to development of submerged platforms,
wo believe that engineers at scripps Institute of

OCeanOgraphy, WOOdS HOle OCeanographic InStitute and
the University of Hawaii could make significant
advances in closing the gap between what is available
and what is needed, There is also a role foz indus-
try, and CoOperative ventures between these academese
institutions and such firms as Westinghouse, for
example, would greatly enhance early successful de-
velopment.

Platforms in contact with the bottom are
suitable for many puiposes, particularly when sea
motion is to be avoided or a large rnachine base is
required. They include the many types of drilling
platforms, artificial islands and a number of
bottom crawlers being constructed for the develop-
ment of marine resources.

The choice of platform is made only after
COnSideratiOn Of the fOllOWing faCtOrSF

The C!eS' gn Of marine plat forms is a very
specialized subject, and consideration of different
factors is required far f!cating platforms and for
platforms in contact with the bottom.  Airborne
plat. forms are not considered here.!

Four stops are involved in the design of
f lost i ng platforms;

1. Specification of requirements based on the
analysis of the task to be performed and
the geographic limits of che platform
operations. In tasks requiring contact with
the bottom such as drilling oz dredging,
will be necessary to specify the maximum
water depths and maximum penetration depths
required as well as anticipated subbottom
characteristics.

2. Preliminary design should allow for the
pzoblems of internal forces, motion and
working environment. that must be c'onsidered
in the selection of the type of platform.
The effect of wind, waves, current, drag
and inertia are s 11 significant with
regard to anchoring and p1atform motion,
Suppression of motion is of extreme impor-
tance in most operations. Othor environ-
mental factors which must be considered
are biological fouling and corrosion.
Special equiplpent for the operations must
be specified at thi.s time and limiting
factors disc!osed, The propulsion power
required, allocation of space, platform
weight and checks of stability, strength
and free board are also needed during
preliminary design and the principal con-
figurations and dimensions optimized.

3. Contract design involves the preparation of
drawings and specification- of the plat form
which are sufficiently detailed to be used
as a basis for preparing or soliciting bids
for fabrication.

Detailec  deeign and COnStruction is
generally carried out. by the builder's yard
and includes the preparation of working
drawings, const.ruction and launching. There
is nO treatise an roini.ng dredges, but. thc
reader is referred to the many references
�29. 12! dealing with the ship design, many
of which are directly related to mining
vessel design.
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Platforms in contact with the bottom do not as
yet constitute a major requirement in marine mining
plat design, but they are used in the extraction of
sulfur offshore by the Frasch process  Lee et al.,
1960! and in the development of underground mines
from artificial islands offshore  Beki, 1970!. Crawl-
ers have a potential use in the exploration phase,
and tney should be so considered.

In addition to the environmental considerations
discussions for floating platforms, the design af
fixed offshore structures should provide far extran-
eous loads due to earthquakes and for reduction in
structural integrity due to fatigue and corrosions.
Design factors for the deepsea are virtually
unknown � a significant gap.

Although construction of new platforms to suit
each particular task is technically desirable, con-
version of existing platforms will. probably be
necesSary. The charter Of VeSSelS fOr Ocean Opera-
tions is a transaction that requires specialized
knowledge to ensure that the mining company obtains
a vessel suit.ed to its needs, Ta piotect themselves,
companies should always use the services of a com-
petent admiralty attorney before making any commit-
ment. We suspect that even in the .taw there are gaps
that must be closed.

Conversion of sea-going vessels to exploration
or mining platforms has been done in only a few
cases. Thus, the trade-affs of conversion or new
construction should be considered very carefully in
a production operation where the additional stresses
af mining are added to those of seakeeping.

Divers are used as an adjunct to marine mining
operations in all three basic modes: to observe and
measure, manipulate tools and equipment and transport
people and things.

However, for deepsea work their use is limited
to maintenance and support of equipment on and near
the sea surface. We do not detect any important gap
in this effort.

The costs of operation af platforms at sea vary
widely. Tables are useful as indications of ownership
cast, and Tables 24, 25 and 26 give an estimate of
the cost range for I.arge tonnage sea-going transports.
As with most structures, the greater the size, the
lower the unit cost. In order to advise would-be min-
ing groups in terms of real costs, we would recommend
that only a team of economists, accountants and
mining engineers could make reasonable estimates of
total costs.

Power sources far use in deepsea operations are
subject to many of the same limitations applying to
remote sites on land. Selection of the optimum power
source must be weighed against the following factors.

1. Amount of power required, including peak
power and sustained load.

2. Availability of suitable generating equip-
ment.

Power sources for marine use are many and
varied and are constantl.y being improved. Most
existing mining operations offshore use conventional
power sources such as portable diesel electric gen-

craters, and there is a trend to the use of gas
turbine generators in the offshore oil industry.
These should be considered in any simil.ar mining ven-
ture.

A serious limitation associated with the t.rans-
mission of electric power at great ocean depths is
the difficulty of providing watertight cable connec-
tors. The trade-affs between high voltage AC and
high voltage DC should be considered also with
regard to transmiasiOn loss. The use Of nuclear
energy has been considered for future marine opera-
tions, and tlie utilization of energy from the ocean
itself should be considered. For submerged instru-
mentation and measurement, many small portable power
sources are available and reli.able, and continuous
supply of power aboard floating platforms is avail-
able using conventional sources.

Figure 14 shows approximate costs of marine
systems in 1965. Small power sources such as
batteries, fuel cells or certain isotopes can
operate successfully in the submerged mode. Fuel
cells and batteries generally cannot operate for
more than a few weeks without recharging or refuel-
ing. Systems with large energy requirements may
require a nuclear reactor power source. They allow
long-term operation at any depth, assuming pressure
containers can withstand. the depth.

Figure 14. Xarine power costs for exotic
systems based on 1965 data  Cohn and
Wetch, 1969!

Navigation and Survey  lar ely after Barnes,

Standard Navigation Techniques and Instru-
ments

Techniques for precise positioning a ship at
sea aze crucial to exploration and recovery, Detei-
mining the position of a vessel at sea can be
accomplished in a variety of ways, the choice of
whiCh Will depend On the sCOpe Of the Operation,
accuracy required, system mobility, distance from
share, cost and whether it meets t.he engineering
requirements of the task.

The methods af position determination can be
broadly categorized as: dead-reckoning, bottom
soundi.ng, satellite, acoustic Doppler, inertial
guidance, automatic star and sun-moon trackers,
visual onshore objects, astronomical and electronic.
The older methods of positioning by dead � reckoning
and simple use of contoured bathymetry charts in
conjunction with echo sounders give, at best, only



TABLE 2 rr
CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS FOR SOME WORK PLATFORMS AT SEA iCOMPILED BY AUTHOR!

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
SHIPS AND WORKBDATS

HYPOTHETICAL WORKBOATS SUBMERS[BLES
 WESTINGHOUSE!

ACADEMIC RE-
SEARCH SHIPS

Platform Detafls Less than 200 ft.;
Less than 3,0X T

disp1acement

125 ft.
ll knots

75 ft.
10 knots

175 ft,
12 knots

750-800 T
Gross

Accom. Crew
Technical Staff
Capital Costs $

6
4
300,00D

8
6
400.000

12
16
850, XO

18-20
IO-�
200,000 to
1,00D,XO
 Acqufsf tfon or

conversion!

3,000, 000

0 eratfn Costs
25% Cap 12,000

2,500
1,500

16,000
3,000
2,000

50.000
9,XD

1 0,000

34,000
5,000
3,000

24,000
43,0003% Cap

3-4%
6-7% 0.01% Cap/day
$50-75/man/day
$5/man/day
$0.15/Hp/day
1% Cap 0.02% Cap/day
10% Cap

5,000
19,000
3,000
4,500
3,000

21,000
40,000

6,700
24,000
4,200
5,000
5,XO

9,000
42,000
8,000
7,500

10,000

84,000
212,000
29,000
25,000
29,000
49,000

2,000
10,000
28,000

Total 50,500 65,900 118,500

1,000 1,300 2,450

160,000495,000
Day cost

Remarks
1 ' 575 8,000

Monthly cost ~
-20 dives,
40-60% usa e.

45 operating
days, 7 ships

Working 1,000 mf1es frmn homeport,
50% workfng, 50% moving, 60 days
total.

Operating cost esti-
mates detailed above
are for ownershf .

wnot inc'fuded

TABLE 25
AVERAGE COSTS OF OWNING AND MAINTAINING MARINE EQUIPMENT IN THE U.S.

iASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA, INC., �966!.

AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPENSE
PERCENT OF

CAPITAL INVESTMENT
WITHOUT FIELD REPAIRS

APPLICATION OF
A.G.C. SCHEDULE TO

OWNER'S VALUESEXPENSE
PER

WORKING
MONTH

PERCENT

AVERAGE
USE

MONTHS
PER

YEAR

COASTWISE CRAFT

Expense
Per

Working
Month

Dollars

Over-
haull i ng
Major

Repafrs
Pafntfn

Total
Owner-
Shf p

Expense

Interest
Taxes

Storage
Insurance

Value
Dollars

Depre-
ciation

 Fill in your
own values}

Note: Column Three fs a surrsnatfon of the foilowing: Interest 5%, Taxes 1.5%, Storage and Incidenta1s 4.5%,
Irrsurance 5%.
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Amortf zatfon
Insurance
Capital Items
Insurance
Maintenance
Crew
Food
Fuel
Other
Management/Prof.

Derrick Boat
Dredge, Clamshell
Dredge, Dipper
Dredge, Hydrau1ic
Dri11 Boat
Lighter'
Mixer Boat
Pfle Driver
Scow
Scow, Dump
Tug

10
8

12

10 8
10
13

12 8
12
10

8 6
16 7
11
8

16

8 6
ll
13

16
16
16
16
'16
16
16
16
16
16
16

34
30
44
33
35
34
44
36
30
39
39

8

8 8
9

'IO

10 8
8

10
8

10

4.3
3.8
5.5
3.7
3.5
3.4
5.5
4,5
3.0
4.9
3.9



an approximate location. Positionx.ng with advanced
instrumentation such as used in sat.ellite radxo
telemetry, acoustic Doppler, inertial guidance and
tracking systems require large init.ial expenses and
may be economically impractical. Visual positioning
employing transit and sextant instruments to calcu-
late distances by triangulation anc three-point fix
onshore markers has long been adequate although
lxtrited to near shore. Such could be used near
islands. Astronomic positioning by fixing to celes-
tial bodies has been used to locate offshore instal-
lations beyond the limit of visibility of shore
stations or reliable electronic control. AsCronomic
positioning is a time-honored system of navigation,
but it is gradually giving way to rrore advanced
instrumentation as experimental electronic systems
become more operational and less expensive.

Electronic Systems

I'rest nt operational electronic methods of
posit.xon determination are developed to the point
where they are practical, economical and, in fact,
esse nt.ial to deepsea research and survey work. The
advantagetr of greater efficiency and accuracy at
reasanabl» cost are increasing the adoption of elec-
tronic methods of navigation and positioning for
many mxnxng survey projects.

There are at leaet SO syStemS far eleCtraniC
position cretermination. These range from world-wide
coverage utilizing a network of shore stations, to
local syst.ems with but two portable shore stations;
and, in cost, from millions of dollars to a few
thousands of dollars; and, in accuracy, from a
general !,ocation  with a few nautical miles! to
accurate locations  within a few meters!.

Table 27 tabulates the electronic methods avail-
able by system, equipment specifications, capability
and t:ost and gives infox'matron regarding the types
of equipment available and the selection of the
system suited to various marine navigation and survey
operatiorts.

Deepsea Navigation

The accuracy Of navigatiOn required beCOmea
greater as exploration and delineation become more
refined. In broad exploration programs, satellite
navigatio~ or even dead-reckoning and star sights may
be utilized ta advantage, but once deposit delineation
or characterization is required then accurate position
fixing within meters or less is mandatory. This can
only be accomplished by reference ta a fixed point or
points on the bottom, and, as yet, the technique of
accurate survey as on land has not seen perfected for
the deepsea on a non-military basis.

Short range systems such as radar, visual fixing
or Raydist may be used between vessels for est:ablish-
xng relative positions among operations employing a
number of plat. forms.

There is also a need to provide accurate naviga-
tion for conservation measures. To tnine in a patchy
manner is neither good conservation nor good business
practice.

TABLE 26

CONSTRUCTION DATA FOR BULK TRANSPORT CARGO VESSELS
 MADDEN, 1970!

200,000DWEIGHT TONS

STRUCTION  $/DWT!

SEPGWER

S/HORSEPOWER

RSEPOWER/TONS

$70

300,000

6.7

15

Navigation of Lrndersea Plat forms

While usirtg basically the standard m»thod., of
electronic positioning f or: sur face movements, s ub-
mer s ib I e p la t. forms requi re altogether di f f er e nt
navigational aids for posit.ionx.ng on t,he bottom,
These general!.y relate the position of the sub-
merged p!atfozm to the surface support 1 latforrt or
to some Lora1 grid. Existing systems depend on
support ship tracking systems, dead-rectconing or Cht
use of local bottom markers. tetany factors must be
considered to determine the best systettt for any
part' cular !ob. Platfcrm specific'atxons such as
oower, payload, c!xmensions, environment. character-
ist-ics s»ch as deptl., bottom features, qualit.y of
the watex' and .tvailability of systems must ail be
considered before selection. Some of the systems are
illustrated in 1 igure 15. Obviously, considerable
research remains ta be dane in order to provide
accurate but reasonably inexpensive navigation sys-
tems for nodule mir.ing.

Seafloor Survey

Nappxttg thc. st af iooz 1 s obv~ously tsuch tnox e
di f f i »it Chan .ttappxrtg cn land. Vx S chili ty is
! imited, and bench tsarks tnust be set under water x!
they are required.

There are basically twa kinds ot base maps
or c h>r t s � needed for marine miner n1s opc rat t orts
depending on t»e nat.uze of Che operatittr.: its
whereabouts attd whether the user. is condut t.ing an
exploratior:-type oper.ation or engaged it the
exploitation of a deposit, Geodetic control at the
sea s»t face is attainab!e to varying degrees o'
accuracv using e*ectxonxc positioning systems d s-
cussetl previously', but establishing a marine
geodetic control point cn the seafloar, however,
requires appiieat it>n of new methods not previously
encountered on land, Experiments conduct:ed by
blourad !' 9r0! indxcat.e " . . . the feasibility of
man ultimately being able to establish geodetic
reference points at. sea ta an acc:uracy romparable
ta that achie;able on land . . . " Perhaps then, t c
is incurrtbent on an inter natiortal body to establish
and mainl axn seafloor bent h marks.

In marine mineral exploration, Che primary bas
map is a bathymetzir chart; t ht s is true r egard less
of area and wa' er depth, Ideally, a scale of at
least. 1:2tt,000 and preferably larger is required.
Availab! batlxymetric charts m ty be dated, and
very few ref Lect the scale required unless they wez»
made in >hei 1 ow waters of bays or escuarxes. Char I. s
made prior to WorJd War II, when modern «lectronic:
pcs i '-ir>ning systems were nonexistent, generally
lack suf f icient accuracy fot. mx.ning control . con-
version c>f scale by photo enlargement to required
size will yie!.d, at best, 1 he general or average
x'elief. of bottom topography even if accuracy of
positiott is assured. In most cases, the miner will
need to ie-survey the area and produce his own
version designed on close grid profiles. Normally,
bathymetric control I.ines along the Continental Shelf
are spaced on five-mile intervals, In the slope and
deepsea regions, line spacing may be, at most, 10
miEes. Considerinc the possibility Chat a mineral
deposit may noc exceed 30 to sD square miles in
area, it is !xighly improbable t.hat. Line densities
of these magnitudes will suffice for detail deline-
ation and rharacterization of a deposit. The target
area should be defined by a bathytnetzic survey on a
grid consisting of not more than 1/tt mile line
spacing at a resolution of at least otte percent of
the water depth from 50 to 600 f t, with increased
tolerance for greater clepths. Cont.rol of this
toieranc- can be greatly enhanced by the use of
submersibles. The value of tight. grid high resolu-
tionn surveying for bathymetry is emphasized by the
interpretation of the morphology depict.ed xn the
contoured data. Nigtx yield concentrations of
minerals  i.e., phosphor ite, manganese, heavy metals!
are in many cases controlled by tectonics and geo-
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TABLE 27
ELECTRONIC POSITIONING SYSTEMS

ACCURACY

155
155.0 ft
200.0 ft

0.1 nm
Global

1-2.0 nm abs.

2.0 nm
250-1,500.0 ftLoran-C

250 nm
200 nm
200 nm
200 nm

25-200 nm
50-76 nm

400 nm

+6.0 nrh700 nm

1-2 miles

+5.0 ft420,000 ft

Autotape DM-40

Acoustic Systems
MR -2015A Doppler Sonar 1-600 ft depth

+50 ft radius from beacon

0.25-li depth
0.5% distance

314

Satellite Systems
MX-702 h.p.
Update Geo Navigator
4007 AB

Hyperbolic Systems
 Long Range!

Omega
Omega-1
Omega RQ10 hR011
Omega OR-100A
Loran-A

Hyperbolic Systems
 Mediltr Range!

Decca Navigator
Lorac-A
Lorac-B
Decca Survey
Hi-Fix � range or

hyperbolic!
Rana F 8 G
Toron

Azimuthal
Consol

Sextent
Various

Radar Ranging  Example!
Model 436

Ranging Systems
LAMDA
Hydrodist
Shoran
EPI
Raydist DR-S

APRS
Deep Mater Fixing I

Coaeand Retrieval
Underwater Location

Equipment
TIp
Acoustic Position

Measurement  APMS!
kavtruk 435

Global: each station
covers 5,000 miles

700 nm  day!
1,400 nm  night!
1,200 nm

150-400 nm
25 nm

12-40 nm
12-400 nm

250 nm  day!
150 nm  night!

62 miles

to 3.000 ft depth

20,000 ft depth

to 1,200 ft depth
to 20,000 ft depth

50-20,000 ft depth
600 ft depth

0.25-2.0 re
15-400.0 ft
15-400.0 ft
25-300.0 ft

3.1 ft  hyp.!
2.5 ft f2-range!

30-75.0 ft
3-100.0 ft

15-40.0 ft  day!
5-100.0 ft
30-50.0 ft

135-1,500.0 ft

"few meters"
50 cm + 1

100,000 x range

0.2%-400 ft
0.5% 400-600 ft

distance travelled
0.5-1'X depth
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logic features reflected in the surface relief
 Barnes, 1970! .

Once the mine site location has ibeen determined
and mine survey control is required for exploitation,
a new approach to seafloor geodetic control is re-
;uircd. The Pacific experiment conducted by Mourad
'1970! is a gcod example of present thinking on the
appr..ach. .hree acoustic transponders were planted
in about 6,200 ft of water, *s illustrated in Figure
16. Each transponder operated at a different fre-
quency using both battery and nuclear pOWer SOurCee

I'igurc 16: Paci f ic geodetic control point

t.o supply energy. An equi! lateral triangle formed
t.'ie bottom qeomet.ry from which the coordinates of a
control point were determined, Four techniques were
used t.o ascertain the coordinates. LORAC airborne

Th '
line-crossing, satellite, ship inertial and a ustic.co ~

sliore-based stations served as the trilateration
network fram which a Land geodetic reference was
taken. By positioning a ship directly above the sub-
m< rged Signalling deVieeS, it WaS pOSS~ble tO uSe
the four techniques to locate the points precisely
and establish a marine control point from which sub-

st
merged mapping exercises could be referenc d. Thee . e
s andard point error in ship geodetic position was
determined to be between j50 to +60 ft, To give some
idea of how electr'onic systems have increased the
ad'accuracy of measurement, Mourad notes that th finale
a jested coordinates of the control point im vedprove
y a out 1,600 to 2,000 ft from the original position

determined during the installation of the underwater
transponders. This is significant in that. it implies
that location of equipment or markers on the seafloor
by other than properly related geodetic measurements

will not stand the test of property  mining leases!
surveys as to right of ownership.

As water depth increases, bat.hymetric mapp in I
problems increase proportionately. Echo soundinil
methods encounter problems in transmission velocity
variations due to denmity changes  i,e., scatteriiiq
layer! . True depth dimensions in the ab> ssnl regio»s
of the ocean become distorted accordinqly. The advent
of deep diving research submersibles lend added
capability ta the marine i»incr in that he can com-
peiisate for these variations that change the detail
resolution that can be attained in shallower water.

The submersible equipped with sonar, capable of
scanning athwartship segments right and left from
the fore and aft axis, can obtain the high resolution
bathymetric data required. The elements involved in
the survey were:

1. A surface ship fitted with an acoustic ship
position measurement syst.em.

2, A shore-based range syst.em to permit the
surface ship's position to be accurately
known with respect to the shore.

3. A submersible fitted with a precision sonar
capable of scanning athwartship segment
right and left 30 from t.he submersible'.,
fore and aft: axis and a pinger.

A pinqer, compatible with the acoustic
position measurement system, placed on the
bottom in the survey area.

The ship's position is monitored cont.inuausly
and the input ranges fram the shoreline stat:ions
recorded. Thus, the posit.ion of the submersible
relative to the ship is also monitored continuously
and the input time differences recorded rantinuausly,
Actual survey data aie calculated on the submer-
sible's position with reference t.a an expendable
bottom pinqer whose position relative to t.he ship is
established by repeti tive measurements einployinq the
electronic positioning system and the acoustic ship
measurement system.  Estimated 'I circular probable
error after one hour measurement c20 ft. !

Using the system described above, thc sub-
mersible's position essentially is known continuous-
ly and i.s plotted every twa mi »utes during each run
 approximately every 300 ft along its crack!. The
depth from the bottom to the submersible is sampled
every tt.0 sec  ~15 ft! and the submersible's depth
recorded continuously. Thus, it i.s passibl..e ta make
a first-arder plot after each dive ta check the data
and plan further dives. The submers ble transverses
the mine site about t�0 ft above the bottom at a
speed of about 1.5 knots on a series of straight.
headings, directed from the surface by underwater
telephone,

The surface ship holds to immediately above the
fixed bottom pinger to minimize aroustic ship posi-
tion measurement errors . The submersible's actual
positian is measured and plotted relative to that
pinger. The single ping accuracy of the submersible's
measured position is within 20 ft relative to the
pinqer and 10 ft relative to the onshore stattons.

The Submersible's SOnar SWeeps baCk and farth
30' either side of the vertical line from the sonar
to the bottom and thus describes a zig-zag path on
the bottom about 500 ft wide and spaced about 15 ft
between parallel sweeps  Figure 17! .

path coverage of the bottom is 100 percent
width of about 500 ft as compared ta a 63
width for a 6' beam tawed depth sounder or
ft for a 1' beam width unit  in both cases
the towed fish is towed 600 ft above the



SURFACE

Figure l7: Submerged mapping technique

l. T h ' e as developed hy the Delco Electronics  formerly Ac Electronics Defense Research Labor-ec niqu w
atcries! General Motors Corporation, using their research submersible the Deep Ocean Wor oa
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Th«mayor advantage of submersible application
to bor tom surxeying is that, with a lane spacing af
500 f t., large areas and prominent bottom features
important in submerged mining operations can be ob-
served t.hat otherwise are not noticed using surface
ecyio s unding techniques.

fnderbitzen and Simpson �970! conducted a field
recannaissance on an area about 15 miles west of Del
i<ter, california. Surveys were made of bottom sediment
and bathymetry using the Lockheed Hissiles and Space
Company deepsca submersible DEEFQUEST. They reported
locating several deeply entrenched submarine gullies.
Figures 18 and '!9 provide a contrast of bathymetric
data made using the submersible with data taken by a
suxtace vesse] a few years earlier.

Bathymetric data shown on Figure 19 are exam-
ples of the excellent resolution obtainable from a
submersible. The submersible made it possible to ob-
t.ain such detail and also px'ovided an opportunity
for dixect observation of the bottom topography. It
is doubtful the core drill sites could have been
selected and drilled in geologically important areas
along the sloping terrain using a surface platform
alone.

The mapping t.echnique used by Inderbitzen and
Simpson was similar to the technioue described by
!tart<san �969! and employed in sea operations using
the oct»a Electronics Deep ocean work Boat  DowB!.
The Lockheed technique employs either a single or
rtrultip le number af transponders moored at selected
points on the seafloor. Sux'face buoys l..inked to the
transponders are located by electronic precision
positioning instruments aboard the surface tender.
Thcsi positions are referenced to onshore triangula-
tion sr t.es which give the sea fixes geodetic control
of some t.i..i ng less than third order triangulation
accuracy. Periodic fixes are taken during a dive day
to compensate for variations of position due to drift
caused by currents, wind and wave action.

simplex technique has been used by the West-
inghouse deepsea submersibles  DEFP STAR 2,000 and
u,000!. A transponder is mounted to the hull of the
submersible, and, while on the bottom, a high fre-
qu»ncy signal is generated by the transponder  active
ox passive modes available! . At the surface a small
ski f f with a receiver is sent out from t.he tender.
Aboard the sk if f is a receiver unit which is tuned
ta the transponder frequency. The sensit ivity of the
tee<xi ver is peaked to maximum amplitude when the
skiff is directly over the submersible. The tender
can then use radar  range and bearing! t.o fix the
po xtx<.<n of th» skiff and, therefore, the bottom fix
of the submersible. This technique has accuracies
Limited to the accuracy in obtaining fixes by radar
L;ut offers distinct advantages, both in cost and
time. Submerged mapping of large areas is unlimited
as to mobility and is independent of physical ar-
rangemcnt.s af bottoim transponders and distance from
the seafloor triad or single transponder units.
Obviously surface conditions due to inclement wea-
ther axe a disadvantage.

ttaintaining and relocating the position of a
vessel ox platforim at sea to any degree of accuracy
is a COmplicated operatiOn eVen under ideal con-
dit.ions. Some af the factors that affect this posi"
tion maintenance are  abstracted largely from a
compilation by Jenkins, 1973!:

Sea state  wave heights, periods, etc,!

2. Seafloox properties  type, strength, etc.!

3. Weathe r  wind force, etc. !

Anchor  type, size, holding power, etc.!

5. Mooring lin<.u  cable and chat n, et<.. !
6. Noox ing conf i guration  thx ee paint, » i<rh I

point anchoring, etc.!

7 Vessel ciraracteristics  size, natural
periods, et.c.!

8, Tensioxis in mooring lines

Currents  speed, direction!

10. Electronic equipment  computer, sonar, i tc.!

1 I . Vessel propulsion system  number of engines,
horsepower rating type, bow thrustexs, etc. !

Some of these factors are known, some estimated
and some wil1 have to be determined with models if
the accuracy of the position is ta be maintained
within a few feet, under a variety of sea and weather
conditions.

For more detailed discussion of the dif ferent
aspects of position control at sea, the reader is
referred to the references in the bibliography.

Relocation of a positiori cari be achieved by
standard navigatior. and survey methods and by rela-
tive positioning with acoustic and or buoy markers.

Less expensive systems axe radar ref]ect<rr
buoys  Figure 20!, taut-wire, single acoustic beacons
and bottom topographic markers. Wind, wave and cur-
rents cause movements of the buoys. and the accuracy
of the posi.tion to be maintained is a function of
this movement. Generally, in shallow water or near
islands, the buoys have less movement, and accuracy
of positioning is higher.

A taut.-wire system consists o  an anchor, thin
wire and t.iltmeter unit  Figure 21! . Some marine
surveyors consider this to be the rrrost pxact.ical,
easiest. and quickest system in use.

Witliarns �967! describes a single acoustic
transponder beacon that is accurate enough to pick
up movements of a few feet once the vessel is an
station over. the beacon. This systetn only gives the
range to the beacon so a trial and error technique
is needed to get back on station once the ship has
moved off.

The two main methods of mai~taining position
are by static anchoring and by dynamic anchoring,
but for the deepsea the latter is generally feasible.
A few of the various mooring systems are shown in
Figure 22. Comparisons between dynamic and static
anchoring with reference to recent operations are
shown in Table 28. Figure 23 shows the use of three
transponder beacons for position fixing.

Ex loration and Characterization

Over the past ten years, marine mineral ex-
ploration programs have increased many fold and
valuable papers have been written on the tools and
techni.ques used. Over 70 new Or ongoing exploratiOn
programs were reported in 1972 and included opera-
tions in three ma]or oceans and off the shores of
20 countries  Table 29!. Major emphasis was on tin,
titanium minerals and gold, all in near-shore, rela-
tively sha!.low areas. There have been selective
projects irr deep water to sample imanganese nodules
in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and metalliferous
muds tn the Red Sea.

The exploration effort may be broken down into
five major categories:  '1! mapping, �! geophysical
sensing, �! sampling, �! characterization and �!
deposit evaluation. These are generally carried out
in sequence. Overall. costs per square mile are
general! y higher offshore than on land. Table 30
gives approximations of mineral exploration costs
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figurc 19: Bathymetry of the aub3ect area based upon data obi.aincd <lure na i1.e reported deep quest dives.
<-ontOurs are in fathoms and distances in feet for ease in oompari ann i.i '; h t he origi nal chart pre-
pared in 1965  Figure 5! . The black dots denote the lncat ion.. of core:-, obt,ilned during the study.
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Figure 20: Us* of three transponder buoys with
radar detectors for position fixing  after

Welling and Cruickshank, 1960! Figure 22: N coring systems in common use  after
Jenkins, 1973!

Figure 21: Taut wire system for dynamic anchor-

inq  after Smith, 1965! Figuro 23; Use of three transponder beacons
for position fixing  after Williams, 1967!
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TABLE 2 8
COMPARISON OP STATIC AND DYNASIIC ANCHORING SYSTEMS IN USE  AFTER HULLER AND HOUROT, 1970!

TYPE FUHCTIOH DESIGN OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCESYSTEM COMPOHEHTSVESSEL NAME

Offshore
exp 1 ara tory

Eight-anchor array
20 F 000 lb. Danforth type
anchors, wire cable, fair-
leaders, and four double
drma mooring wlnches,

Eight-anchor array 2D,DOO
lb. anchors, wire cable
and 8 mooring winches.

Center-we 1 1
floating

Reform

E.M. Tharton

Efght-anchor array, 10,000
lb. aachars, wfre cable.

Modeco V

Eight-anchOr array, 22 ~ 000
lb anchors, wire cab',e.Blue Mater

Ha. 2

Eight-anchor array, 20,000
lb. Danforth type anchors,
chain.

Mooring system has
equalled a'll expecta-
tions, Successful oper-
ation 1n Sea State 6.

Gl omar Sfrte

Tnree-point moor ~ 6,000 1 b.
IHT anchors, chain and wire,
intermediate and main buoys,
anodes.

Toto 2

Four-point maor, 5,000 lb.
INT anchors, chain buoys.

on
lan

DYNAMIC AHCMORIHG

DESIGN REOUIREMEHTSFUHCTIOHVESSEL NAME TYPE

Hater depth 3,000-18,000
ft. Accuracy af station
keepfng-radius equal ta
3X water depth.

Conventional
ship bull
farm

Gl omar
Challenger

ACrOustlcal
studies

Sonar re-
search
ship

ki salon
Capistrano

Murray and Tregur-
tha thruster pads. 13,DOO ft. of water with

28 kt. wind and 11 ft.
swells.

Experf-
mental
drf11fng

Cuss I Converted
Navy YFHB

Main propulsion also fur-
nished by cyclofdal units,
no rudders required.

Ship to remain statfon-
ary over a fixed pafnt
fn 35 kt. winds end
heavy seas.

R.V. Melville
R.V. Knorr

Conventional
ship hull fane
AGON 14/15

Oceano-
graphic
research

Six rotatable pro-
pulsion unfts and
two main screws,

Exploratory
drilling

Project kohole Col~ Stabi-
lized semi-
submerslble
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Exploratory
drilling as
part of NSF
Deep See
Drillf ng
Project

Mater depth 20,000 ft.
Accuracy of station
keeping-1,000 ft, ra-
dius with cOncu~rent
beam winds of 25 kts.
and 1 kt. surface cur-
rents

Mater depth 20,000 ft.
Max. conditions under
which drilling is to
contlnuet
wind velocity 20 kts.
surf. current 0.5 kts.
deep current o.2 kts.

Maintain statian with
3 kt surface current
and simultaneous 33 kt.
wind with 506 reserve
power far maneuvering.

Four xarbarmaster
outboard propul-
sion ard steering
units mounted
port and stbd. at
fore and aft mafn
deck extremftfes.

Vertfcally
mounted, multi-
bladed, cycloidal
propellers, one
at bow and one at
stern.

Array set to perm1t 45'
rotatiOn in either dir-
ection about well center
ta compensate for changes
in wind dlrectfon, All
expectations reported to
be met durfng initial 7
months operation.

InS tel 1 a tl on required
services of 6 ships and
3 work boats. Moor
failed after 4 1/2 ser-
vice; primary cuase of
fai lore was corrosion ln
wire ropes.



TABLE 29
MARINE MINERAL EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES  FROM CRUICKS!K!ANKP 1972!
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TABLE 30
cQMPARATIVE DATA ON ONsHQRE AND OFFSHORE MIrfERAL EXPLORATIQH cQsTS  AFTER LAMPIETTI, 1970!

EXP LDRATIOR GROSS APPROX. W
MINERALS AREA VALUE* ~ 6 COSTS 6 y~"~q TAR

SQ. MI. U.S. 5X10 U.S, $X10 FO
METHOD

OFFSHORE

' Tasmania,
' Australia

Tin G other
Seismics 5 drf llfng Tin A other 50 0.050 11,500TOEC

S.W.
Thafland 500 200-300 1. 0 3 YSef smfcs 5 drilling TinU.C,

2 Y300 2,5ri llfng Diamonds 2,500

deep Base-metal
sulphides 50 1,000-2,000 0.750 2

Sflver,
copper.
zfnc

Gu'I f
Sulphfde

Geophysfcs 4
corfng

Ontario
3,000 2.025,000

Ilougafn-
ville

%rid,
Copper 3+ Y50,000 NA3, 50DGeochemicsRT2

~ Sferra Leone,
Africa

Sherbro
Minerals 2,000 NA 10 YRutile 2,000Drilling

Trailridge,
F'lorida

Mapping, samplfng,
dri 11i ng 2 Y100 NA600IlmeniteduPont

Mapping, drf'lling,
trenching, samplfng

Ifewmont
Mfning
Corp.

3 Y100 0,525Go 1 d

*Refers ta gross value discovered for onshore and expected target for offshor'e.

Seafloor
Sampling Systems

Su er'geant Waters
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for some onshore and offshore programs. The cost
range of $20,000 to $80,000 per square mile onshore
and $15,000 ta errrl3,000 offshore, thOugh mostly in
shallow water, emphasizes that the great disparity of
casts between different deposits is due largely ta
environmental factors. In other cases, a particular
advantage obtained offshore in all depths of water

s the greater use that can be made of integrated
geophysical sensing systems which form a useful and
highly mobile exploration tool. Sampling, particu-
larly of unconsolidated materials, and especially in
t.he deepsea, is one of the greatest probl.erne still
to be overcome, and developments to improve the
accuracy and lower the cost are critically needed at
this time.

Evaluation of marine mineral deposits requires
complete environmental characterization which in-
volves the sampling of the superjacent waters, the
seafloor and the subbattom. Different tools and tech-
niques are required for each area, and a wide variety
of off-the-shelf equipment is available. Neverthe-
less, the sampling of mineral deposits entails tech-
nical problems of characterization and evaluation
which have not been solved. Specific nodule samplers
are not yet coramercially available.

Water samples may be required for trace element
analysis, pollution control, monitoring or character-
ization of water masses.

A particular layer in the water column may be

sampled in bulk with a suction apparatus. A weighted
hose is lowered to the desired depth and hydraulic
pumps on board the vessel bring the water to the
surface. Discrete water sample bottles are available
with capacities of up ta five gallons. A number of
these are attachecl to a hydrographic wire at pre-
determined intervals. The bottles are open to the
free passage of water while being lowered and are
closed sequentially by messenger weights. Usually.
a set of reversing thermometers is attached to each
bottle and furnishes information as ta depth and
water temperature where the bottle was closed. Sti11,
sampling procedures and interpretation of the data
are largely for physical oceanographic studies.

Surficial sampling of the seaflaar is usually
carried out using drag dredges or some form of
mechanical grab. Dredges vary in recovery volume
fram a fraction of a yard ta several cubic yards and
are generally designed to be dragged along the sea-
floor while the vessel is under steam. Bulk samples
of bottom surface materials are taken during tows
lasting up to several hours, and the dredging has
sn averaging effect an the samples. Large diameter
pipe may be used to collect hard cock from the walls
of steep submarine slopes or bottom. This requires
towing the dredge with a strong cable and enough
speed to break off outcropping rocks, The source of
the sample may not be certain because of the lengthy
haul required. It is essential that the dredging
system be provided with a means of measuring cable
tension and also with adequate safety releases on
the bucket in case the safe working load l.imit is
exceeded.



The grab will take gross samples of the seafloor
surface, and the size is limited generally by the
capacity of the hoisting equipment. The device is
armed at the surface and lowered to the seafloor
using a wrench. In deep water, the device may tumble
and require a f i ve minute stop in lowering at a point
abo~t r 00 f t above bottom to allow for stabilization
of the device before the final plunge to bottom.
Tripping is automatic when the bottom is reached.
The !aws are drawn shut as slack is taken during re-
trieval, unless spring loaded, ~hereby the clam or
bucket is closed automatically.

Subbottom � Fine-Grained Sediments, Un-
consolidated

Tube-type corers are used for seafloor sampling
and range from simple open tubes  free-fall! to pis-
ton corers with liners. All operate on the concept
of an open tube caused to penetrate into the sedi-
ments and retain a sample of the material which is
then brought back to the deck.

Open-tube gravi ty corers consist of an open tube
wir.h weights on top and a core catcher on the bottom.
The device is lowered onto the sea floor as fast as
the winch can s sf ely be played out . The sample is
retained in the tube by the core catcher. Recovery
is sometimes aided by a ba11 valve at the top of the
tube that, when closed, seals the tube and creates a
partial vacuum if the sample starts to fall out ~

Free-fall piston coreis utilize a piston placed
the tube at the water/sediment interface. On im-

pact the tube passes down around the piston and into
the sediments. The statiOnary pistOn preventS the
compressional forces of the expelling water from act-
ing on the sediments and, by suction, prevents the
sediments, in part, from being compressed.

Subbottom � Coarse-Grained Sediments and
Rock

Interlocking graina Of Sand and graVel make it
necessary to apply mechanical power fcr drilling or
vibrating. This may be applied as impulsive, per-
cussive, vibratory, rotary or osci11atory jet motion,
or it may involve high pressure water or air jets or
a combination of these. Depths of penetration and
water depth capabilities are limited.

guantitative samplinq of consolidated deposits
has been perfected for petroleum exploration but, as
yet, is too costly for mineral exploration. Deposits
of hiqh unit value materials may be sampled by core
drilling, whereas low unit valve materials are
usually sampled by gravity corinq and/or sludge sam-
plinq.

Sampli.nq of manganese nodules has utilized the
three basic methods of drag dredging, caring or box
coring, the latter two more recently on a free-fall
basis  Schatz, 1971; Kauffman and Siapno, 1972!. One
of the problems of this type of sampling is the time
of trip which' at a velocity of 300 ft/min and a rise
velocity of 100 ft/min, would take 90 min in 18,000
ft of water. Bulk sampling requires the use of a
large dredge and heavy winch and> with much lower
speeds, might require several hours per round trip.

visual "sampling" is carr~ed out by photographic
camera or T,V. These are more or less primitive and
dependent on the type of carrier to which they are
attached. In either case, ground coverage is very
Iow and, considering the high cost of ship time,
very expensive.

We judge from our own studies, as well as from
a review of the Literature, that the sampling prob-
lem is still far from solved. We would recommend
that small tool or machine works, in cooperation
with mining engineers, could revise new sampling
tools for the nodule explorationist.

S~am Iing for Hineral Evaluation

Mineral deposit sampling involves two stages.
Firstly, qualitative sampling to indicate the nature
and probably extent of a deposit and, secondly,
quantitative sampling for characterization and
evaluation. Accurate sampling requires sophisticated
equipment, and, for marine work, there are few sys-
tems that are reliable and accurate.

Qualitative sampling of marine deposits will
involve such simple devices already described as
snappers, drop corers, drag dredges, etc. Accvracy
of positioning is not so critical at this stage but,
of course, is dependent on the type of deposit beino
sampled. Any system which wi 11 give quantitative
samples may be used for quaIitative sampling.

! n the development of sampling systems for
marine deposits, sampling equipment should be chosen,
developed or designed for a specific set of condi-
tions. variables such as ground type, mineral type,
depth of sample, volume of materials, depth of water
and reliability required must all be considered, No
one system will suit all conditions, and it would be
optimistic to assume that one could be built. We
reconunend that specific samplers be designed for
specific depositional conditions, including varia-
tions in nodule size and matrix sediment.

Deposit characterization sampling is also done
to determine the engineering properties of the sea-
floor and subseafloor materials and to relate these
to geophysical survey data and subsequent mineral
evaIuation and even to design of the mining system,
Fewer samples will be required than for evaluation,
but they must be undisturbed samples to be meaning-
ful,

Sampling costs offshore are normally much
greater than for comparable situations on land.
Tables 31 and 32 indicate costs in drilling for
characterization in each case prior to the installa-
tion of engineering works. Costs are not available
for comparable situations for man anese nodules.

G shy 1 r q sy t

Prospecting for mineral deposits, including
nodules, and geologic structures and describing
environmental characteristics may be accomplished by
geophysical surveys, Most subsurface structures and
mineral deposits can be located if detectable dif-
ferences in their physical properties exist, and
many characteristics of the environment can be
correlated with measurable physical variables.

The ma3or classical methods of geophysical
sensing involve the in situ measurement of density,
magnetism, electrical conductivity  S.P., resistiv-
ity and I.P. ! and elasticity  proportional to the
velocity of wave propagation! . Other methods involve
the measurement of both natural and induced radio-
activity, thermal conductivity and chemical activity.
although the 1atter are not so widely practiced in
mining exploration, their use is becoming more wide-
spread with refined technology. Not so often con-
sidered are optical methods of sensing which include
visual observations, using submersibles, T.V, or
cameras. Although well-developed for terrestrial
monitoring from space craft, the state-of-the-art
is not so well-advanced at sea, even for pollution
monitoring.

All of the methods are applicable to the sub-
sea environment, but they have not all been applied

practice. For the purposes of exploration for
marine alluvial deposits, only those dependent on
elastic, magnetic and optical properties are freely
applicable with existing equipment.

Echo sounders were developed prior to World War
II to detect enemy submarines as well as depth to the
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TABLE 31
DATA ON CHARACTERIZATION SAMPLING FOR OFFSHORE ENGINEERING PURPOSES

ENGINEERING CORING CASE HISTORY

1957 1962

Upper New York Bay

Foundational Exploration

Schist, Sift b Sand

San Francisco Bay

Soll Samplfng for Barto Tube

Bay Mud, Clay b Rock

PURPOSE OF DRILLING

FT! 0-10055

 IN! 14-10, 6-4 b NX-Bx 2-8

2,000 1 ~ 500 3,200

YS! 168 2585

92.00 210.00 19.50

184,000 315,000 52,400

3,8001,100 2,100

12 18 125

TABLE 32
DATA ON ESTIMATED COSTS �969! FOR CHARACTERIZATION SAMPLING IN SAN FRANCISCO BAY  STATE OF CALIFORNIA DIVISION

OF BAY TOLL CROSSINGS!

THE DUNCANSON
RELSON C PANY

RAYMOND CONCRETE BEN C. GERWICK
TABULATION OF BIDS CONTRACTORS ~

Unit Cost
 e!

Total
 $!

Total
 $!

Unit Cost
 S!

Unit Cost
 $!

Total
 s!

L.S, 8,900 L.S. 45,700

18,900

32,285

19,700

18,900

76,310

L.S.

10,500

41,000

900 900

14 26

3,576 12 5,364 8,940

125 4,625 600 22,200

18,000

142,449

230 8,510

7,200 10 12 600

75,801 144,960

* Boring at 21 designated sites, maximum 225 feet deep, totalling 2,935 ft
**Wash borings totalling 1,800 ft

accuracy required for mining on exploration.
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MOB ILIZAT ION AND DEMOBILIZATION

FLOATING RIG SETUPS FOP, SEDIMEN'T BORINGS

LINEAR FEET SEDIMENT BORINGS*

UNDISTURBED SAMPLES

SETUPS FOR WASH BORINGS**

LINEAR FEET OF WASH BORINGS

TOTAL BID

bottom. An acoustic signal was sent out at regular
intervals, and, if a reflector was present, a return
wave was reflected back to the receiver. The half
time between signal and echo was a measure of the
distance from the reflecting body, assuming a con-
stant velocity. This was later applied to the more
sophisticated bottom profilers. The velocity of sound
in seawater is a function of the depth and the dis-
tribution of temperature and salinity. Most acoustic
depth sounding instruments are adjusted for a constant
sounding velocity, usually 800 to 820 fathcms/sec.
In thoSe CaSeS where it is deSirable tO cOrreCt the
readings to true depth, such can be done if the dis-
tribution of temperature and salinity are known but
nOt WithOut CampliCatiOnS. ACCuraCy iS the key tO
the selection of instruments and methods, and much
money can be saved by requiring only that level of

Narragansett Bay

Foundational Exploration

Silt, Sand, Clay b Shale

50-1 00

10-8-6

In the search for marine placer deposits of
heavy minerals, the subbottom profiler is probably
the most useful of all the exploration aids. It may
also become useful in nodule exploration. A variety
of energy sources may be employed, including elec-
tric spark, compressed air, gas explosion, acoustic
transducers and electro-mechanical <Roomer! trans-
ducers. The return signals as recorded usually show
a recognizable section of subbottom. Shallow layers
of sediment, configurations in the bedrock, faults
and other features are clearly displayed and require
no sophisticated approach for interpretation. The
maximum theoretical penetration is dependent on the
time interval between pulses, the wave velocity in
the subbottom and nature of the deposits. A pulse
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interval of  !2 sec and aa average velocity of 8,000
ft/sec Vill allow a penetration of 2,000 ft under
ideal conditions. The actual penetraticn achieved is
dependent on the wave velocity, the pulse frequency
aad the pulse energy. The resolution of the recorded
data >s largeLy dependent oa the pulse frequency and
the recording system. Band filters are commonly used
ta alar> fy the recorded signal.

Penetratioa and resolution are widely variable
features on most models of wave velocity pzofiling
systems. In general, high frequencies give high
resolutiOn wil.h law penetration, while law frequen-
cies give law resolutian with high penetration. The
general range of frequencies is at the law end of the
scale and var~es from 250 ta 300 cps, and the general
range of pulse energy is from 100 to 25,000 joules
for non-explosive energy sources. The choice of a
systero for nodule investigations will depend very
much on the requirements of the survey, but far the
location of shalLow placer deposits on the Continental
shelf the smaller low-powered models, such as the
Rayflex Sonoprobe and Huntec Hydrosonde, have been
used with considerable success. We feel that there
is a need, however, to develop a system, perhaps to
be tawed ut depth, exclusively for deepsea nodule
surveys. Moreover, from our review ~o the avaiiaSle
fiterature and oui discussions with industry engin-
eers, we have also identified the need for early ex-
perimental development of totally new seismic survey
systems. Most surface-tawed acoustic profilers da not
provide suf f icicnt resolution of nodule deposits;
thus, the advanced development of deep-tawed systems,
such as is being pursued at Scripps Inst:itute of
Oceanography, at the University of Wisconsin and in
the industrial ser:tor, should be expanded.

Ser:sing systems for the measuremeat of geo-
chemical variables in the deepsea are unsophisticated.
In fact, for most cases, samples are required, and
these are usually processed in a laboratory ashore
by standard aralytical methods. The most promising
advance for ia situ analysis on the seafloor is
neutron activar.ion analysis which appears applicable
to the exploration for manganese nodules. The liter-
ature is surprisingly extensive, and some promising
starts have been made �50. 41 543. 5! .

Professor John Noakes and his asso"iates at the
lrn>versity aE Gea>-gia have already conducted some
successful underwater tests in the shallow waters of
th< Cant inental Shelf, and they are present ly ex-
t.ea< in<r the interrned>ate depth range of their in situ
analysis sys tern usinu submeisib les. In regard to
r.eutroa activation analysis of <feepsea deposits,
part>;ularly nodules, Noakes has devised a system
whrr< by samples are analyzed on deck using a portable
acl-ivatiaa source. While this technique is useful in
br ca<i exploration surveys, close-control surveys
duying actual mining will require in situ measure-
ment of capper, cobalt, nickel, manganese and, per-
haps, iron. Moreover, in situ measurement of selected
trace elementS  thOSe af ecOnarRiC intereSt! may be-
cOmc. neceSsary as the COmmerCial reCOVery Of traCe
elrments from the nodules becomes a rou=ine process.

In short, the need is far early development of
a reliable, in situ neutron activation analysis sys-
tem that can Be ei ther towed near the bottom during
exploration or att.ached to the mining unit during
exp loi t, ation.

Shipboard processing of data is an important.
aspect of development. in deepsea exploration. Real
time output on positions, environmental characteris-
tics aad deposit <haracteristics would enhance the
survey or explorat.ion operation immeasurably. The
tread is toward this type of system, with integrated
geophysical sensors combined with environmental sen-
sors, feeding t.o a control data processing bank on

board ship. At the present time, the cost af these
systems is still excessive.

perhaps aa alternative ro an on-board computer
would be a radio-telephone link using a portabIe
terminal such as that designed and marketed by Texas
Instruments Company. While such a terminal may r>at
allow total flexibility, its use has the decided ad-
vantage of inexpensive terminal installation aboard
ship, and it can be linked to much larger computers
than would normally be found on mining ships.

While computer facilities aboard ship are
ly desi rable, they may not be neCeSsary > n tire earll
stages of nodule exploration, except, perhaps, for
vessels that use satellite navigation. However, in
the second  or mining! st.age, computers will be
necessary in aider to maintain quality control dur-
ing mining and any at-sea processing, to monitor
envi ronmental vapiables and to provide routine
record-keeping ahd engineering data handling.

In order to identify the gaps in technology,
is first necessary ta identify the needs. These we
have presented. As previously poi~ted out, the ex-
plaration process is one af roeasuremeat on<! pro-
curement of knowledge. First, the knowledge gap must
be assessed, and, from an assessment of the state-
of-the-art of data acquisit.ion and hand! ing, the
priorit.ies for improving technology may then be
determined. Priorities have been assigned according
to the assumptions listed in Table 33.

TABLE 33
PRIORITY RATINGS FOR TECHNOLOGICAL GARS
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In '! able 33 the various environmental parameters
which are involved in the "need to know" are listed

the f i z st column, and the technological systems
;r..olved in the data acquisition are listed horizon-
ta ily, Those requirements involvinq ratings af high-
est priority are:

Geochemistry and geodynariics of the de-
posit.s and associated seaflaor

Engineering properties, ncluding tzaf-
ficability of the seafloor

Information on bottom currents and water
quality throughout the water column, par-
t.iculazly in a narrow seaflaor and surface
interface zone

Baseline data on marine ife throughout the
water column, particulai'ly on bottom fauna
and the effects of mining disturbance an it

Technological Research Priorities

Using the same system of ratir<g as for the data
requirements, the technalogic gaps appear in Table
34 as items of first priority. In this matrix, the
systems are listed in column one, <ind the environ-
ments of use are listed horizontal:ly. Prime needs
are shown for the following.

The gaps here are techniques of observation for
ecological baselines and the foiecastinq of change
due to natural effects and to disturbances of the
natural regime. Systems of observation and measure-
ment have been par ticulazl.y neglected at abyssal
depths and foi predictive analysis will require care-
ful multicyclical monitoring. Kith the passibility
of acyclical life occurring at these depths, pre-
dictivee techniques may require some new approaches.

Environmental predictions for weather and sea
water, although not ideal, are well under active de-
velopment, and they must be accepted at the present
state-of-the-art.

There is a considerable need to improve the rate
af ground covezage for most exploration tasks, and,
while this is sometimes dependent an the methods of
sensing, there is a definite inabi.lity to perform
high speed traversing near the bottom due to the lack
of a sui table vehicle. Manned submersibles with speeds
af 20 knots would greatly improve capabi1.ities. On a
less ambitious scale, further developments of exist-
ing towed platforms or unmanned submersibles con-
trolled by acoustic telemetry woul<3 be most helpful.
Bottom vehicles such as RUM, designed for geo-data
collection, are also needed � again, controlled by
cable from surface ships.

Navigational aids for tight grid exploration
control within normal terrestrial survey limits re-
quired for characterization will have to be placed an
the seafloor. Such hardware is not yet readily avail-
able.

Oeepsea quantitative sampling systems for un-

consolidated material are inadequate for low-cost.
deposit ev,iluation, geotechnical properties meanure-
rnent and ecological assessment. Sampling by bore
hole of consolidated material is passible in r<ast
cases but nat on an economic basis. Methods ot' sarn-
pling both shallow and deep deposits of ferzomangan-
ese crusts in crustal areas beneath glacial till or
volcanic flows are urgently required if the full
spectrum of ferramanganese deposits are to be con-
sidered.

Television and camera systems are well-advanced
in use but by no means perfected as a quantitative
tool in fast -urveys. Further extersive research is
required to improve these t.aols, «ith regard to
their ground speed and data output mode.

r<c-oustic scanning utilizing the elastic prapez-
ties af the earth media as in depth recorders, sub-
bottorn pzofilers and side scanning sonar is a vital
and versatile exploration technique. Improvements in
these systems is needed, particul arly in spectral
analysis leading to correlative indicator recagnitior<
and nodule signature def inition. It is also of ex-
treme importance to increase the range of these.
techniques � again, with the objective of inczeastn<3
ground coverage and lowering costs.

Methods of sui'vey util~zing induced radio-
activity have been indicated ta have a valid pot.en-
tial for in place, quantitative, elemental analysis,
The perfection of these techniques would carne near
to approaching an ideal system and should be glean
a high priority in future development work.

Most analytical work is carried out ir. lator.�
atories ashore. Improved systems for shipbaard
analysis should he sought, but their lack does nct
pzaserrtly constitute a serious gap. Neutron act.3va-
tion analysis research on in-situ seafloor analysis
shoul<3 be giver< priority at this time.

Inti>grated systems for in-situ measurement. ana
shipboard analysis of all geo-, oceano � and eco-
logic phenomena should be developed specifically
for ferzomanganese deposit. exploration. Cantir<ual
improvement oS these systems would be made to the
basic system which ideally would allow for. instan-
taneous display in analog and digital form of all
parameters of depositional and environmental
characterization at a reasonably rapid traverse
speed-

Ir the preceding pages of this report we have
outlined the more important environmental and tu< h-
nical/operational problems facing the explorationist.
By assessing the present knowledge, the environmenr.
of probable nodule sites, and the present state-of-
the-art of exploration technology, we have identi.�
fied those gapa which must be bridged before deep-
sea nodule mining can become a viable industry,
While the principal conclusions of aur investigation
have been largely discussed in the preceding chapter,
i.e., as needs to meet the exploration gaps, there
are several other pertinent aspects that warrant
discussion. Among these are some of the viewpoints
af industry, and our suggestion for an alternative
approach to solving technological problems.

During the course of preparing this report., we
visited with several industrial firms in North
Ameri< a that are committed ta the exploration far,
and the exploitation of, deepsea manganese nodules.
In these several conversations with bot.h management
and engineering staff personnel, we were informed of
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I'rior I t.ice are allocated to ea..h component ue ing
I I>< f<! 1 lowing numerical ratings:

The I.ighest priority. Knowledg which should
have already been gained or technology which lags

riously behind in any part of an interdepend-
< nt. system is included here.

This inc.iudes projects which are necessary for
the impravement of the total system, but for
which there are temporary substitutes.

Basic research of more academic interest. This
work is vital to an understanding of the natural
system and could return substantial dividends by
nature of its discovery potential.

Needs which are nat in themselves a unique re-
quirement of Mn nodule exploration but of which
research awareness should be maintained. Ho sub-
stantial input can be macle fro» this program.

specific r.cede that industry would like to see ful-
f�'.Ied, or of specific problems outside those identi-
fied in aur original assessments, Perhaps it is best
that. we consider briefly and in a composite manner
some cf the industry problems and then discuss an
alterr.a tive approach to segmented research projects.

One of the first needs brought to our attention
was that of providing a reliable in situ sensing sys-
tem which could quickly determine the copper, nickel>
cObalr-, and manganeSe values of the noduleS in any
given survey area. The idea being that it is a
definite cnhancernent af the total mining system when
only ttie highest grade nodules are mined. While we
.Io not know if there are significant. variations in
the metal content over several hundred feet, such
variation., are known ta be present on a larger scale.
Thus, the min ing vessel engaged in recovery cauld

f it by raising or lowering its collecting device
Ia c'or! form with changes .in metal gr<ide on the bottom.
Such u system would also be user! in the exploration
PI!ase, which, for large areas of the PaCifiC, WOuld
save many months of costly laboratory analysis time,
I»~e restingly, this idea was expressed by several
workers in the field who are academically oriented,
for such a tool would also provide much neecled data
for large areas where, at present, only a few samples
nave been col iected.

A second need expressed by industry personnel is
<.-hat af obtaining extensive data on the chemical com-
nositian c f nuclei of manganese nodules, Although
many nodules upon splitting are found to possess only

small nucleus, sometimes only a sand grain, there
ire areas where metal-rich nodules have been sampled
ur.d found ta cont sin large nuclei af di f ferent rock
t,pes, shark teeth, clay lumps, and altered volcanic
t>a> erie 1. Since the nodules will be mined and prob-
ably returned to a shore processin<r plant before
processing, it behooves the miner to return nodules
wi th smal! nuclei and, hopefully, uniform chemical
camposi tion. The chemical processing systems now
proposed involve some rather costly acids and other
compounds, and if the nuclei are sufficiently varia-
»I e in their gross composition, considerable economic
loss would be brought about through undue waste of
I>rocessina liquors. Moreover, knowledge of the varia-
b i I it y of the nucleuS materi<el iS impOrtant tO the

< xplorationis> who must. concentrate h! s i»i tiai ef�
I "r t.r}, a t 1<>a»I, <>n I I><>r«. > < < <<S Wh<.r<. I i>< nu< I<. ! .> ri.
most. f avnrai>1< ~ tr> his part> euler <! xi< lorat r on !><.hers<,
Iiasic research on th< pr< cipr tat.ion of nodule m,>t<-
rial on thc nucleus is warrant. ed, and it appears
t.hat such research could provide clues to other
nodule characteristics. While an initial researc»
effort is underway on this prob!em at the University
of Wiscansin, <such more work needs to be done, par-
t.icularly in consort with companies and agencies
wha have large collections of nodules for analysi s,
Surprisingly, there has been very little attention
given Io the role of the nucleus in the origin of
the nadule, and ir> tire nucleus as a factor in Ore
gl'ader

A third probler» brought to our attention by
both industrial and academic investigators is that
of the paucity of nodule samples presently avails»lr
for basic research and for process or pilot plant
t.eating. At this time, acader»ic investigat.ors and
even some industrial research and development lab-
oratories are dependent on existing samples which
are in museums, sample repositories, and agency
cc I lectians. Several ma jor campani es have collect < a
extensively and have asser»bled samples from both ti-.e
Atlantic and Pacific rodule areas, but, for thc
most part, these samples are difficult I.o obtain
and any analyses must be re leased only with the
permission of the donor. Such proprietary restz > c-
tions have placed an undue hardship on the researcr>
c or»munity, and we suspect that this situation vill
prevail in the year ahead, It seems to us, however,
that an alternative would be to have either a
riational or ar. int.ernational agency engag<. in ex-
I.ensive collecting of large bulk samples soleLy t <
provide material for the many investigators in this
field. Such an effort would require the cooperation
of the several sea-going institutions as well as
international support in the form of both funding
and logistical aid. Even one dredging ship, in one
year, could provide suf ficient bulk nodule sar»plus
tc satisf y the international research cammuni ty for:
t.his decade This is readily apparent when one con-
siders the rapid strides that have been made in
nodule research using only those samples obtained hy
srrall grabs or from museum and repository collec-
t.ians. Furthermore ~ avon a single ship could obtain
closely spaced samples over a large part of the ceri-
t.ral Pacific if it were funded for a cor>tinuous two
ar three-year period. In short, much research is
being held back nat because of personnel or ' abor-
atary limitations, but simply because there is an
insufficient supply of nodule samples ir. the common
domain,

A faurth probl< m is one that was more apparent.
than specified. This is the problem af cammuni cat ion
between the many workers in the internet anal com-
r»unity of nodule investigators. Admittedly, the
commonplace system af reporting research in scholar-
ly !ournals should serve to communicate new data,
new concepts, and new findings throughout the world.
In practice, however, the nodule investigators must
car»pete witii all other scientists in the race ta
convey edited papers ta their colleagues, Even more
irrpor tant is the lack of a cer tral information cen-
ter on manganese research, a center where all data
are avai!able, from which new data are rapidly
disser»inated among the profession, and where con-
tributions in foreign languages are readily avail-
able iri any of several translations. One of us spake
with an investigator in an American university who
was engaged in a project on nodule chemistry which
was, unknown to him, already being pursued at a
foreign institution. Such dupli< ation o effort is
costly and unnecessary. Moreover. we detected that
investigators ir> academic institutions were seldom
far»ili ar with r<"search going on in industrial lab-
oratories. In fact, we r»et one irlvestigator on thc
East Coast, who was far more familiar with a fellow
scientist's worl. in New Zealand than he was with an
American industrial research and development labor-



story engaq<.d in manganese nodule studies only a few
m1 1 es away. Perhaps the problem of cow>munication and
dissc!mini>.>on uf nodule data and information is no
d! f furr n> than that faced by other scientists, but
we fiel ieve that. i t is suf f iciently di!'ferent and
suf ficiently international in scope and importance
to warrant the organ> zation of a central information
center. such an effort, appears, to us, to be a
worth, I. E.O,E, objective,

A fifth need expressed by industry discussants
is r he acquisition of pre-mining site data at the
likeliest sites for nodule exploratior and, ulti-
mately, exploitation, in Eote! tFe Atlantic and
Pac i fic OceanS, AlthOugh we identified thiS as an
explorat.ion Iap in our preceding assessment., it is
notewort.hy that such a need was also expressed by
industry personnel. Thus, it would seem that one of
the earliest efforts under I,D.O.E. sponsorship would
be to measure the several environmental parameters at
selected Pacific mining sites. Inasmuch as some para-
meters may be cyciic in nature, we suggest that the
>nit>al survey be conducted at intervals over a
twelve month.,' 1>eriod, and if funding permits, over

fufl two-y< ar period. It is better that an in-
dependent orqaniration, i.e., one with no commercial
ties, make such a base-line survey rather than place
the t>urden of a pre-mining survey on any economically
oriented group.

Clearly, the above observations are in line with
tf>e objective s of the I.D.O.E. Program, and while
t hey might hr<ve been covered in broad discussion of
some of the earlier proposed research, we feel that
they deserve spec.i fic attention. The problem of de-
fining the m>ning environment is rriti=al, and the
resulting data a>-e of immediate use to all parties
involved in sang«»ese nodule exploration. Our at tempt
here is to place some emphasis on those problems
whicf! both tf..e industrial and academicxinternational
sectors alike are conc:er»ed with. In spite of our
rather exhaust:ive survey of the litera"ure and our
many discuss>ons with othe!rs in this f.i.eld, we still
be1>cve that certain technological gape will not
become fully apparent until actual exploration and
exploit«t ion are initiated. Accordingly, we have
considered an alternative approach, and > his is
described below,

rhe axiom which states that experi.ence is the
best teacher suggests to us that the most direct
«ppro«ch to ident.ifying explorati.on and exploitation
prof,lems and tu provid1,ng the most timely solutions
to t.f!ese problems is to go out and expJ.ore for, and
t!>en mine, manganese nodules. We visualize that such
a project could be conducted w> th the full coopera-
tinr of both r>ationa 1 and intcrnationa1 groups and
:-: luding both the academic and industrial sectors.
.'>oruor<'c, by encouraging the I. D. O.E. Of f ice to
sp<»!sor and to oversee  but not manage! such a pro-
o r«m, >.fie knowledge gained wou1d be freely available
r.o the international community. We have, at this
time, more than adequate expertise and physical re-
sources to conduct such a test. mining program and,
indeed, given ear1y support such a program could be
implemented within the year. Time and again we have
heard lrom our c.olleagues that no one knows the full
extent of the problems to be encountered nor the
remedial actions to be taken until an actual deepsea
nodule m>ning program is underway, We subscribe to
this idea, an<> we encourage the I,D.O.E. Office to
consider such an idea as a valid one for a major
res arch and development program. Additionally, we
would point out. t.hat such a project wou1.d bring the
efforts of many scientists and engineers, both in
t.his country and abroad, to bear on a common task.
AS We See the eVOlutiOn Of the "InternatiOnal Man-
ganese program" from a modest meeting in Harriman,
Wew York, ir> 'f 972, to a majOr cOlleCtiOri Of indiVi-
dual project reports in 1973, we are struck with the
disparity of effort and the often misunderstood ob-
Ien > iveS, Perl!aps the nature of scientists is SuCh
that they do prefer to follow their own directions,

and for however > ruitful such a phi losophy mi! 1»
some disciplines, the study of manqanosc noduI< ..
truly interdiscip1inary and must, fiy nec.ess>r y.
to bear the combined efforts or ch< m>sts, < n<» r;< i i.;,
geologists, oceanographers, a!>if otl!c rs for so1v i »<!
the common problem of exp lor»> i an<1 <'xp loi t inq <1« f!-
sea nodules. Accordingly, we piopo e tha>..i sucon<f
Step in the I. D.O.E. I'rOgram be tO SuppOrL a ful1.
scale exploration and mining proqram, as a test, a»<f
that i t seek national and intern«tional cooperation
and input. We wou1d also point out >.hat the sale of
mined nodule ore would provide some consider iblc
financial re>.urn to the program which should be»s«f
solely to of f set the expenses of the. product i t su 1 ! .
While it is not. our prerogative to specs fy feeding
levels, ror select sites, nor recommend tfic co-
investiqatoi s in such a program, we do en<-ourage tf><.
I. D. Q. E Of f ice to be receptive to such a propos< d
program and i f accepted, to desiqnatc c> manaq>rg
committee to cons~der thc operation«l def.,ii is a>
early date.

In concluding this report, we wou>d simply stat<
that it is our view that we miist br>dge the h>qh
pr ioi ity techr.ologi c gaps that have b<.en > ~f< nt 1 f > < d
herein.  As these are speci fic»11y id<'nt i fi< d > n the
preceding chapters, we see»o rcaso» to rei f< r«r
them herc.1 Our int e»tion tt>roughout this f.udy h,is
been to deterrcine the technologic gaps from «s car<-
ful ar>d as broadly based an inquiry as >.t has be<.n
possible within the 1imi ted budget and t ime of our
study. We do not sugqest that we have >nv< st >gated
every techno logic gap that has b<>en brought to our
attention, but wc do believe that the significant.
problems «ttcndant to early explor >cion ar:d initial
exploration of manganese nodules have been ident itied,
In that this report will be of concern to many pro-
fessionals and to some laymen >n disciplines outside
of marine science, e<L, internationa1 relations,
law, economics, and politics, we have endcavorecf to
provide a reasonable backgrcund coverage of bott! the
environment and the technology . We t rus t t!ia L our
colleagues engaged in nodule st udi< s and underwater
minera1s exploration, in general, will view toler-
antly our precedinq descriptive;.iassages. We have
endeavored to avoid any personal bias, but i»asm»et!
as our own views fre1uently matched those of our
co1leaguen in applied investigations, we have prob-
ably giver> uninte»r ional emphasis to some few
re comm< i>de t i ons .

Finally, we would encourage the I . D.O.I;. Of f > =
and our. fF liow nodule enthusiasts t o consider our.
proposal carefully, We f> rmly believe that the best
way to identify and to solve the re.!l problems iri
nodule ei;plorat.ion and exploif at.> on is to I ind the
nodule' and rr>ine them. Our idea for an 1. D. O.E.�
suppo ted exploration and exploitation project, we
believe, satisfies the spirit of the individual in-
vest> at.ors and the purpose of the National Science
Foun n's I.D.O,E. Program, Accordingly, we seek
your co cern, your counsel, and, we hope, your sup-
port.

BIBLIOCRAPfiy ON FEkROMANGAHESE NODULES AND ><>AR1NE
MINING GAPS

It waS the authOre' original intent. to append
an extensive bibliography to this report.. Hcwever,
because of its size  approximately 500 pages! this
bibliography, covering all aspects of ocean mining
and related subjects, will be published as a separace
technical report under the present I.D,O.E. program.

'I'he Vnivereal Decimal ClaSsi fi< atiOn  UDC! uSed
throughout the bibliography was originally derived
from the Dewey Classification  DC! and has been and
is still being extended for use in classifying
articles ir> periodicals, monographs, and documents
of all kinds, under the auspices of the Federation
Internationale de Documentation  FIC! which authorizes
publ>cation of international editions in fourteen
different languages includinq French, German, Spanish
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 inorganic chemistrY!
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The bibliography, when published, will contain
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numbered sequence �5 pages, approximately 750
entries! .

ALPHABETICAL SUBJECT LISTING. LiSts subject. headingS
alphabetically and refers each subject to its appro-
priate UDC number. Multiple word subject headings
are listed for each word �2 pages, approximately
3000 entries!,

KEY WORD LISTING FOR MANGANESE NODUI.E LITERATURE.
' 'sts key words in manganese nodule literature in
bibliography and refers each key word to its appro-
priate source or sources by author, year and UDC
sub!ect number �7 pages, approximately 2000 entries!

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Lists bibliographic re ferences for
each UDC subject number alphabetical ly by author
within each number sequence. Refererces on manganese
nodules are gzauped under the prefix 622" 70�6!
MANGANESE NODULES �03 pages, approximately 3000
entries! .

AUTHOR LISTING. Lists authors first alphabetically
and then by year, Refers each entry to its appro-
priate UDC subject number and subject  81 pages,
approximately 4300 entries! .
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